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Albert Einstein once said, "Imagination is more · 
important than Knowledge." But Imagination cannot exist 
in chains. It is a child of the sun, the wind, the 
boundless horizons of Men's minds. 
To Miriam, for killing me softly with her song, I 
dedicate this work on the mathematical theory of the 
evolution of Intelligence. For it has always lived upon 
the edge of the horizon of my mind, where the known and 
unknown appear to meet. 
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What is intelligence? And how may this elusive con-
struct be measured? An answer may be provided for the first 
question by simply defining the intelligence of a system to 
be .the structural complexity of the system. Admittedly, 
this definition leaves much to the imagination; and only 
• becomes less tenuous with an answer to the second question -
how does one operationalize the measurement of intelligence? 
It will be the objective of this dissertation t0 take the 
first steps toward a constructurally validl reali.zation of 
that goal. 
The more sophisticated models of intelligence appear 
to differentiate between cognitive ~tructure and the infor-
mation integrated within that structure .. The differentia-
tion between structure and content js f·undamental t-o the 
arguments presented in this dissertation. Unfortunately, 
there appear to exist few operat~onal measures of structure; 
the vast preponderance of devices measures content. Indeed, 
one could ascribe the wide interest exhibited in the work 
1The term constructurally val:~d is stipulated t.o mean 
having construct ~alidity. 
1 
2 
of Jean Piaget, to the realization on the part of educators, 
that such work promises exciting new perspectives on the 
construct of intelligence, together with operational means 
of its structural measurement. 
There is a need for the development of devices which 
measure cognitive structure, as opposed to cogqitive con-
~· There are numerous reasons for this need. The crux 
of the matter is this. It appears that cognitive structure 
is more reflective of problem-solving capabilities than is 
cognitive content. Since.problem-solving is accepted as 
· the highest form of learning behavior, it is reasonable to 
assume that measure of cognitive structure, rather than 
cognitive content, is of greater interest as one considers 
behaviors of increasingly greater intelligence. 
Purpose of the Study 
The need thus dictates the purpoie. In order'to map 
cognitive structure, it is the aim of this dissertation to 
first construct.a model in which the behavior of the prim-
itive logic operators or logic primitives may be embedded; 
and second, to design a problem-solving paradigm in the 
form of a game of strategy which will serve as a represen-
tation of the model. 
This representation should exhibit the "track" of a 
subject's logic, in addition ·to the resulting conclusions 
of cognition. Finally, the representation of the model 
• 
3 
will be tested to determine 1ts validity \'lith respect to 
the known ontogenesis1 of cognitive structure; and to de-
termine whether it also measures the same construct of 
intelligence as that of Raven's P~ogressive Matrices. 
Thus, briefly, a model of cognitive structure will 
be constructed, and a representation of that model will 
be tested. 
Background 
Piaget2 has theorized that, while the ontogenesis rif 
cognitive structure may not proceed at identical rates in 
all humans, the sequence of the ontogenesis is invariant, 
independent of the human. Since language is a function of 
cpgnitive structure, 3 the ontogenesis or language is inter-
4 dependent upon the ontogenesis of cognitive structures. 
1The term ontogenesis is stipulated here to mean 
the development or course of development of an individual 
organism. 
2Jean Piaget, Genetic Epistemology (New York: Col~­
bia University Press, 1970); Biology and Knowledge (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1971); and Psychology and Epis-
temology (New York: Grossman ·Press, 1971). 
3 . . . 
Henry Edelheit, "The Relationship of Language Devel-
opment to Problem-Solving Ability," Journal of the American 
Psychoanalytic Association 20 (January 1972): 145-155; 
David A. Freeman, "Relation of Language Deve.lopment to 
Problem-Solving Ability," Bulletin of the ~enninger Clinic 
36 (November 1972): 583-595; and Jc,hn E. Taplin, Herman 
Staudenmayer, and Judith L. Taddonio, "Developmental Changes 
in Condi tiona.L Rea.soning: Linguist:Lc or Logical?," Journal 
of Experimental Child Psychology 17 (April 1974): 360-373. 
4Hans G. Furth and Janis Younj.s_s, "Formal Operations 
4 
Recent theories of developmental psycholinguistics 
p~stulate the construct existence of hierarchal organization 
in the structure o1 langua~e. 1 Theoretically, the surface 
structure of language is comprised of lexicop; the deep 
structure is comprised of syntax; and the ve!Y deep struc-
ture is comprised of the· primitive logic operators (logic 
primitives), both those genetically-programmed and those 
derived from internalized schema environmentally-induced. 
Thus, one might expect the converg~nce _which exists between 
the ontogenesis of language and the ontogenesis of cogni-
. tive structure, especially as one proceeds from the inter-
face to the compiler level of hierarchal organization. 2 
and Language: A Comparison of Deaf and Hearing Adolescents," 
International Journal of Psychology 6 (No. 1, 1971): 49-64; 
H. J. A. Rimoldi, Analysis of the Interrelationship Between 
Logical Structure; Language and Thinking (Chicago, Illinois: 
Loyola Psychometric Laboratory, Publication No. 51, n. d. ); 
and "Logical .Structures and Languages in Thinking Processes," 
International Journal of Psycholog~ 6 (No. 1, 1971): 65-77. 
1P. S. Dale, Langua e Development: Structure and 
Function (Hinsdale, Illinois: Dryden Press, 1972 ; Fred-
erick Francois, "Syntactical Concepts in the Description of 
Children's Language," Bulletin de Psychologie 26 (Nos. 5-9: · .. ·· 
1972-1973): 301-311; and Paula Nenyuk, The Acquisi tiori .and· • 
Development of Langua'e (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Pren-
tice-Hall, Inc., 1971 . 
2Two definitions are appropriate here. The term in-
terface is stipulated here to mean the conmunication mode 
between the organism and its environment. And the term com-
piler is stipulated here to mean the set of algorisms which 
translates between real information and its representation 
by logic primitives. 
Since the evolution of language and cognitive struc-
ture is so integroplexed (interwoven, interdependent), the 
allusion is tp the hierarchal organiz~tio~ of the integro-
plex or synthesis of both language and cognitive structure. 
5 
Developmental ~nalyses of psycholingu~stics are in-
tegral to an understanding of the much broader .scope of· 
cognitive evolution in humans. In fact, ont could easily 
view the work in infrahuman primate language, 1 develop-
mental psycholingui~tics, 2 and automata theory,3 as but 
various points on the same continuum. 
Language itself is a medium by which cultural (as 
opposed to genetic) information is transmitted. For ex-
ample, questions predicated upon bighly developed syntac~ 
.tic and logic structures would therefore be capable of 
"learning" more information than questions predicated upon 
less highly developed syntactic and logic structures. Al-
though language is an all-inclusive term signifying both 
structure (deep structure and very deep structure) and con-
tent (surface structure), its usual use in this disserta-
tion should be interpreted as structure. 
1Roger Brown, A First Language: The.Early Stages 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1973); 
J. D. Fleming, "The State of the Apes," Psychology Today 7 
(1974): 31-50; and R. S. Fouts, "Acquisition and Testing 
of Gestural Signs in Four Young Chimpanzees," Science 180 
(1973): 978-980. 
2Johr. Anderson, "Computer Simul~tion- of a Language 
· Acquisition System: A First Report," paper presented at tpe 
Third Loyola Symposium on Cognitive Psychology, Chicago, Il-
linois, 30 April ·1974; and W. J. Mayer and June Shane, "The 
Form and Function of Children's ·Questions," Journal of Ge-
netic Psyctology 123 (1973): 285-296. 
3zelig Harris, Mathematical Structures of Language 
(New York: Inte~science, 1968). 
6 
The distinction bet\'reen structure and content of a 
system is not a superficial one. It is fundamental to 
the thinKing which has gen~rated this study, and there will 
be occasion to make use of this distinction ~ater. Now, 
since language is so reflective of the leve~ of cognitive 
development in a child, 1 the information "le~rned" by a 
question generated by a child of higher cognitive develqp-
ment should be greater than the information "learned" by a 
question generated by a child of ~ower.cognitive development. 
It has been shown 2 that the correlation among sequen-
tial behaviors tends to be greater with increasing intelli-
gence. Since greater information can be "learned" by a 
. . 3 . 
sequence of highly correlated questions, one may then in-
fer that· the information "learned" by a sequence of ques-
tions generated by a child of higher cognitive development 
is greater than the information "learn~d" by a sequence of 
1Johanna S. DeStefano, "Linguistics and Logical Rea-
soning," Theory into Practice 12 (December 1973): 272-277; 
and Georges Mounin, "Le~ Rapports Entre Le Langage et la 
Pensee: Point De Vue D1 un Linguiste (Relations Between 
Language and Thought: A Linguist's·Point of View]," Inter-
national Journal of Psychology 6 (No. 1, 1971): 13-24. 
2aarvey Jack Schiller, "On Behavioral Prediction Via 
Stochastic Integral Equations." [Notes in Mathematical· 
Biology .J, Chicago, Illinois, 1973. · 
3Harvey Jack Schiller, "On the Information of Corre-
lated Behaviors." [Notes i·n Mathematical Biology.] , Chi cage, 
Illinois, 1973. 
7 
questions generated 6y a child of lower cognitive develop-
ment. In this context, a strategy may be defined ~s the 
sequence of questions generated to obtain g~ven information. 
Now, given the same problem, one would thus expect 
the child of greater cognitive development to employ a more 
optimal question-asking strategy than would his less evolved 
counterpart. 1 In view of Piagetian theory, then, since 
.. 
c~gnitive development is dependent upon ontogenesis, one 
would therefore expect that question-asking strategies in 
problem-solving are dependent .upon ontogenesis. 
Constructs 
A fundamental construct used in this dissertation is 
the stage of Piagetian ontogenesis. For the sake of ease, 
the st~ge cf Piagetian ontogenesis ·was determined by 
school grade level. There were six such sampling strata 
used in the study, ranging from pre-school level to adult; 
each stratum containing between 18 and 24 subjects- It ·was 
felt that such stratification opted for the greatest nat-
ural differentiation of subjects according to the usual 
meaning of "Piagetian developmental stages," in the ab-
sence of aLy quick and valid differentiat~ng device. The 
1M. A. Arbib and Roy M. Kahn, "A Developmental Model 
of Information Processing in the Child," Perspective~ in 
Biologv ~nd Medicine 12 (Spring 1969): 397-415; and Stuart 
A. Offenbach, "A Developmental Study of Hypothesis Testing 
and.Cue Selection Strat~gies," Developmental Psychology 10 
(July, 197~): ~84-490. 
8 
stages of Piagetian ontogenesis used in this study are ex-
hibited in Table 1. 
Such terminology, i.e., Piag~tian ont0genesis, is no 
more an abuse of the term Piagetian than Newtonian mech-
anics is of the term Newtonian. Both nomenclatures simply 
refer to the individual to whom is ascribed.the implemen-
,. 
tation of the conceptual foundation upon which subsequent, 
more advanced work was done. 
Suppo·se one were to play the following game: Given 
an unknown integer between 1 and 8, determine this unknown 
integer by asking questions which are answerable only with 
~ or ££· Clearly, if there are two unknown integers, the 
problem-to-be-solved would be more· complex than if there 
were only one unknown integer. Similarly, in the case of 
the· one unknown integer, a question-asking strategy depicted 
in Illustration 1 is certainly more optimal than the·ques-
tion-a~king strategy depicted in Illustration 2. This 
easily follows since, on the average, one would require only 
3.000 questions to solve the problem represented in Illus-
tration 1, in comparison to 4.375 questions to solve the 
problem represented in Illustratiori 2. 
To provide the necessary structure for these .con-
structs, a mathematical model will be generated which in-
corporates newly derived measures of complexity and m~as-
ures of question-asking strategy. Both of these kind of 




STAGES OF PIAGETIAN ONTOGENESIS 
USED IN THIS STUDY 
Stage Number of Subjects 
Adult (A) 18 
High School (H) 23 
Junior High (J) 20 
Intermediate (I) 21 
Primary . (P) 23 




IS UNkNOWN INTEGER • t •.. 
I YES 11~(~4 ?I NO I 
NO YES NO-
NO ~ i~'%\?1 . -- I YES 




IS UNKNOWN INTEGER . [ ••• 
YES' ' YES YES Yes YES YES YES 






tification; thus admitting for the first time, a theoretic 
model of ontogenetic relativity. 
Research Hypotheses 
1. In the solution of' problems of a given complex-
ity, question-asking strategies become more ~ptimal with 
greater Piagetian ontogenesis. 
2. In the solution of problem~ of a given complex-
ity, by subjects of equivalent Piagetian ontogenesis, ques-
tion-asking strategies become more optimal with greater 
intelligence as measured by Raven's Progressive Matrices. 
Implication for Education 
Curricula may be considered ~s an organization of 
sequential problem-solving (learning). Should this research 
determine the existence of developmental-dependence in the 
ont6genesis of logical primitives, it would then follow 
that curricula should be dependent upon ontogenesis. 
In adjition, this work would then be fundamental to 
the development of new Piagetian measures of cognitive de-
velopment which are predicated upon the operation of logic 
primitives in the context of games of strategy. 
Summary 
The purpose of this resear·ch project was to construct 
a model of cognitive structure in w~dch the behavior of the. 
logic primitives .could be embedded, and to formulate a rep-
• 
13 
resentation of that. model which could be empirically tested. 
The representation of the model is in the form of 
logic problems-to-be-solved. The model admits for the ab-
solute measure of the structural complexity of problems-to-
be-solved, and the absolute measure of the optimality of 
the subject's problem-solving strategies. In this way, the 
"track Of the SUbject f S logiC II may be an.alyzed • 
There are two primary research hypotheses: First, 
that problem-solving strategies become more optimal with 
increasing Piagetian ontogenesis; and second, that for 
subjects of equivalent Piagetian ontogenesis, problem-
solving strategies become more optimal with increasing in-
telligence as measured by Raven's Progressive Matrices. 
Overview 
In Chapter 2 ~- Construction and Representation of 
the Model -- the evolution of the model, together with a 
description of the representation, and its Piagetian con-
nections, will be discussed. 
In Chapter 3 -- Method -- the testirig materials, the 
subject sampling scheme, the testing procedure, and the· 
statistical tests used will be ~iscussed~ 
In Chapter 4 -- Results and Implicatio_ns -- the re- · 
sults of the experiment, and their bearing upon the research 
hypotheses will be_ discussed. In addition, the implications 
of this research to Education will be advanced. 
14 
In Chapter 5 Summ~ry -- a comprehensive summary 
of the dissertation will be given. 
• 
CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION AND REPRESENTATION OF THE MODEL 
In order to facilitate the construction of the model, 
the existence of a certain abstract Boolean structure was 
postulated. By defining an equivalence xelation over this 
structure, the set of all subsets generated by combinatori-
cally varying the contents of this abstract structure, was 
partitioned into isomorphs or supersets, each of which then 
contains structurally equivalent articepts or subsets. 
The isomorphs are essentially Boolean rep_resentations 
of the logic primitives. And thus, by representing the 
isomorphs as "Whodunits?," the solution of the ensuing logic 
puzzle can be_ reduced to discovering which articept is the 
unknown solution to the logic puzzle. The puzzle is solved 
by strategically constructing clues, to which answers are 
then provided, and eliminating untenable hypotheses con-
cerning the possible solution articepts of the puzzle. 
Mathematical functions have been constructed to pro-
vide an absolute measure of the structural c·omplexity of 
isomorphs. Such measures tell one how c·omplex a particular 
logic puzzle is; and thus provide a template for logic test 
design and construction. Similarly, mathematical functions 





optimality of the problem-solving strategy used to solve 
the puzzle. Such measures tell one how intelligent a par-
ticular solution strategy is; and thus provide a differ-
entiating device vlhich allows one. to analyze the "track of 
a subject's logic" rather than only its resultant conclu-
sions. 
Construction or· the Model 
Traditional measures in contemporary education only 
consider the child's answer. Piaget has notably improved 
this situation-by considering the child1 s reason for his 
answer. The Piagetian measure derived for this disser-
tation, will consider the child's questions as leading 
tp the answer. The process of interest to this disserta-
. . 
tion will thus be the.track of human logic (the operation 
of the logic primitives) as it is exhibited in question-
asking strategy during problem-solving. 
Briefly, the subject must solve wh~t is generically 
a "Whodunit?" by employing optimal question-asking strat-
egies. In any problem_:.solving situation, the problem-
solver must first generate a set of possible ·solutions, 
or suspects to the "'oJ'hodunit?t' (tenable hypotheses); sec-
ond, the problem-solver must then eliminate all those pos-
sible solutions or suspects (tenable hypotheses) which do 
not satisfy all th_e conditions requlred by the solution 
.constraints or clues (information). The tenable hypoth-
l 
17 
eses,. in the context of this dissertation, are articepts 
(artificial concepts). The subject's self-generated se~ 
quence of questions or clues (question-asking strategy) 
must be optimally contrived to then eliminate those ar-
ticepts which are not consistent with known information. 
Questions in their own right, of course, cannot 
exist. They must be in reference to a particular context. 
That context will now be described. Consider the articept 
generator space exhibited in illustration 3. 
black white 
COLOR 




Illustration 3. The Generator Space G2 2 2 , , 
By forming the Carte.sian product space generated by 
the· generating elements of generator space a2 2 2 ~ taken . , , 
L 
18 
three at a time, one· has the structure depicted in illus-
tration 4. The vertices of the Cartesian prod~ct ·space. 
generated by the generating elements of gen~rator space 
G2;2, 2 , taken three at a time, comprise the elements of 
articept space 13 • - The elements of articept space 13 are 
exhibited in illustration 5. 
By discarding one of the three dimensions, 1 the de-
picted articept space 13 may be coll.apsed to a two dimen- · 
sional (2-D) articept space t . _There are six such two-
dimensional (2-D) articept spaces. One may observe that 
the elements of a 2-D articept space ~ are the vertices 
of the various Cartesian product spaces depicted in illus-
tration 6. 
By forming the Cartesian product spaces generated by 
the· generating elements of generator space G2,2, 2 , taken 
one at a time, one has the twelve structures depicted in 
illustration 7. 
Similarly, by discarding an additional dimension, 
the two-dimensional (2-D) articept space 12 may be col-
lapsed to a one-dimensional ( 1-D) articept space 11 
There are twelve such one-dimensional {1-D) articept 
.spaces. One may observe that the elern~nts of a 1-D arti-
cept ~pace 11 are· the vertices of the various Cartesian 
product spa.ce:? depicted in illustration 7. · The reader. may 
lFor example, this can be exh:tbited ~Y considering 
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Illustration 4. Cartesian Product Space Generated by the Gener-
ating Elements of Generator Space G2,2,2, .Taken Three at a Time 
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. Illustration 6. Cartesian Product·Spaces Gener-
i1: ated by the Generating Elements of Generator Space G2 2 2 , , , 
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Illustration 7. Cartesian Product Spaces 
Generated by the Generating Elements of Generator 




find ~ complete computer l;tsting of all possible articept 
spaces 11 , 12 , 13 in appendix 5, pages 161-2 34. 
By considering the set of all possible subsets (pow-
er set) of articept space 1d , one may generate a wholly 
. . 14 
new articept space ~ (articept power space), whose ele-
ments are essentially minimal Boolean forms. As the ele-
ments of 1d were formed by conjunction of the possible 
• . 
. dimensional levels of the articept generator space G222 ; 1 ~ I . . d 
the elements of 2 are formed by- disjunction of the pos~ 
sible elements of the articept space 1d . What do articepts 
belonging to this new articept power space look like? Con-
213 sider the 3-D articept space , which consists of 256 
articepts. 
For example, one may form the disjunction of 
[large. black pyramid] with [small black pyramid], which 
yields the articept, [black pyramids]. This is exhibited 
in illustration 8. The reader may find a complete computer 
listing of all possible articept spaces 2~' , 212 , -213 in 
appendix 5, pages 161-234. 
1d 
Now, by construction, the articept space 2 is a 
Boolean Algebra, thus making it tractable to mathematical 
analysis. The fundamental generatlng ·elements of the deep 
structure and very deep structure are the primitive logic 
operato.rs (logic Primitives). 
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Illustration 8. The Disjunction of[Large Black 
Pyramid] with [Small Black Pyramid], which Yields the Arti-




























sented by Boolean forms. 1 Thus, one may represent and sim-
ulate the operations of human logic primitives by ·the so-
lution of a system of Boolean representatioLs l'Tithin the 
1d 
Boolean Algebra of articept space 2 . 
. .1d 
What is of equal import, the articept space 2 may 
be exhaustively partitioned into disjunct equivalence 
classes (isomorphs) of structurally-identical articepts. 
That is, the articepts within a given isomorph are all 
structurally-identical to each other. The concept of arti-
cepts being structurally-identical to one another will be 
elucidated upon shortly; parenthetically however, as an 
. 12 
illustration, consider the articept space 2 , where 
12 = small. This is exhibited i.n illustration 9. 
Observe that although the four articepts, 
differ-from each other in content; they are identical in 
structure, since they are each "twins." However, the two 
articepts 
are not structurally-identical, since the articept on the 
1This is a plausible ·extension of the Stone Representa-
tion Theorem. The plausibility of the hy~thesis is supported 
by the observation that the asymptotic ont<ogenesis of all ex-






Illustration 9. The Elements of 
Articept Space 2 z , where 12 = Small 
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,. left-hand side is a twin (the form of pyramid is homoge-
neous), while the articept on the right-hand side is nei-
ther homogeneous with resp~ct to color nor form. For rea-
sons which will become apparent later, it i~ also stipulated 
that complements with respect ~o the articep_t space 1ct are 
structurally-identical. · Thus, the two complementary ar-
ticepts 
will also be considered structurally-identical. This is 
exhibited in illustration 10.· 
The existence of·the structural-identity of articepts 
within a given isomorph immediately confers upon each iso-
.morph a unique structural representation by Boolean form. 
That is, each isomorph may be represented by a uniquely 
different structure and Boolean form. Given an articept 
space 1d (articept universe), one may completely generate 
all- of the articepts within a given isomorph by first 
finding all of the structure-invariant transformations 1d 
21d • over the articept space These transformations pre-
serve structure but yet change content. Thus, one may 
completely separate structure from content. For example, 
consider the 2-D articept space 12 , where the articept 
universe chosen is t = white, depic~ed in illustration 11.· 
~2 1 The articept space 2 generated by 2 , consists of 
\ 
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Illustration 10. Sehematically de-
picted is Articept Space 2 4 exhaustively par-
titioned into distinct isomorphs, one of 
which is labelled Isomorph i. The two ar-
ticepts, a and a within Isomorph i, are 






I LARGE SMALL LARGE SMALL :r 
. (WHITE). (WHITE) (WHITE) (WiiiTE) 
PYRAMID PYRAMID ·CUBE CUBE 
f . . 
Illustration 11. A 2-D Articept Space, l2 = White 
.. 
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sixteen articepts which may be partitioned into-four iso-
morphs, in the fashion shown in illustration 12. The 
reader may find a complete.listing of the isomorphs for all 
possible Boolean universes d=l,2,3, in appen~ix 6, pages 
235-250. 
The essence of this discussion is that, given an ar-
ticept universe 1d ~ each isomorph may be represented by a 
unique Boolean structure; and by varying the invariant 
id 
transformations ld over 2 , all .the ~rticepts within that 
isomorph may be generated--all articepts within a given 
isomorph being structurally-identical. Thus, the isomorph 
may be viewed as structure dissociated rrom content; and 
the articept may be viewed as content dissociated from 
structur-e. 
Schematic representations of the Boolean graphs of 
- . - 2~ 2~ 
the isomorphic structures of the artic~pt spaces , , 
213 are exhibited in illustrations· 13, 14, 15, respectively. 
One may obsn.rve that the articepts of any given iso-
morph are isomorphic .to one another. That is, for example, 
. 1 
given isomorph 13 (ISO 13) in articept space 2 3 , the ar-
ticepts depicted in illustration 16 are all isomorphic. 
They are the content, reflecting the structure of the em-
bedding isomorph. The Boolean graphs- representing each ar-
ticept are transformed under l; into- other articepts of 
_that isomorph. The invariant-transformation -r3 may thus 
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Illustration 12. The Four Isemorphs of 








Isomorphic Structure of Articept Space 2 1 
33 
ISO 1 1502 
0 
(503 1504 
Illustration 14. Isomorphic Structure of Articept Space 2~ 2 
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Illustration 16. Schematic Representation of 
the Boolean Graphs of the Ar1ticepts of Isomorph 13 (ISO 13) in Articept Space 2 3 
'· \ 
some idea of the magnitude of the Boolean struct"ures dis-
cussed here, is exhibited in table 2. 
In order to facilitat.e the construction of the model, 
the existence of a certain abstract Boolean structure was 
postulated. By defining an eq~ivalence relation over this 
structure, the set of ali subsets or power set ~enerated 
by combinatorically varying the contents of this abstract 
structure, was partitioned into isomorphs or supersets, 
each of which then contained structurally equivalent ar-
ticepts or subsets. 
Representation of the Model: Logiktrak 
What does all of "this Boolean cerebration have to do 
with Piagetian measures of cognitive development? 
The Logiktrak is generally a "Whodunit?" problem-to-
be-solved where the subject (S) is the detective (problem-
solver). The·solution is the problem-to-be-solved; the 
"who" in the "Whodunit?," is an unknown art icept in· arti-
1d 
cept space 2 , select~d by the experimenter (E). Thus, 
the subject (S) must generate his or her own clues in the 
form of a most optimal question-asking strategy in order 
to gain information and discover the unknown articept. 
Suppose an articept is selected by the experimenter (E) 1 . 
from articept space 2 3 • Then, initially, there are 256 
articepts which are tenable as unknowns. With the first 







TABLE OF BOOLEAN MAGNITUDES 
Number of Number of Number of 
Articepts Isomorphs Art-i cl:gts 
d in ld in 2ld in 2 a 
1 2 2 4 
2 4 4 16 
3 8 14 256 
4 16 50 (?)* 65,536 
-n 
* 21cl The number of isomorphs in , d> 3 is uncertain. 
Evidence beyond the scope of this paper tends to tavor· 
the model represented by the difference equation. 
11 = 2 c2d-1 _ czd-z ~d d-1 d-1 1 
where :Jd ia the number of isomorphs in 2 d • 
The solution to the above equation is given by 
~d = [3d2 -2dJ ((Zd)!J-
. 4d'2-2d (d!)2 
Observe that 





cepts as being untenab~e. With the second question, he 
maY again eliminate further articepts as being untenable. 
This process continues until but one -articept is considered 
tenable--hopefully, the unknown articept selected by the 
experimenter (E). Each question posed by the subject (S) 
is in essence a Boolean representation. The question-
asking strategy itself is thus a sequent.ially-sol ved sys-
tern of Boolean representations. 
What kinds of questions are subjects allowed to ask? 
Subjects are allowed to ask any question answerable with 
1..!:.E_ or !!£· By defining a measure functi.on over the 1 . 
Boolean Algebra (:d., subjects are also allowed· to ask 
almost1 any question ans\'rerable with a number. 
· Measure of· Structural Complexity 
Recall that each isomorph may be structurally rep-
resented by a unique Boolean form. Epagogically, one may 
realize that, in a certain sense, some _isomorphs are struc-
turally more complex than other isomorphs. For example, 
given the Boolean universe 13 , it is certainly obvious 
that the articept selected from isomorph one (ISO 1) is· 
lFrom Piagetian theory, for example, Charles J. Brai~ 
nerd, "Mathematical and Behavioral Foundation of Number," 
Journal of General Psychology 88 (April 1973): 221-2Bl; 
and Jean Piaget, The Child's Conception of Number (New York: 
W. W. Norton & Co~, 1965), the concept of number may be 
used to represent either enumeration (counting) or identi-
.fication (coding). It is only in the context of enumeration 
that number is used in this dissertation. 
i'. 
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less complex than the articept selected from isomorph four-
teen (ISO 14), where the articepts in question are depicted 
in illustration 17. 
Roughly speaking, the more difficult an isomorph is 
to solve for, the more complex it is. Perplexity reflects 
complexity. 
By construction, if an articept Z lies within a 
gi·ven isomorph, the complement of articept Z with respect 
to Boolean universe 1d , Z. = 1d-Z , also lies within that 
same given isomorph; thus, complementation is arbitrarily 
added to the class of structure-invariant transformations 
1d 
over an articept space 2 . The rea~er may find a com-
plete listing of structure-invariant transformation 
... d .• • . 2~d __.._ 21d In -r , for d=l,2,3, in appendix 7, pages 251-260. 
Some idea of'the magnitude of the structure-invariant trans-
formations discussed here, is exhibited in table 3. 
An articept Z and its complement Z ·completely par-
tition a Boolean universe 1d . This is exhibited in illus-
tration 18. 
Since an articept is merely the content-reflection 
of the structure of the isomorph within which it is em-
bedded, it follows that the structural identity of an 
isomorph may be uniquely represent·~d by the configuration 
of the partition of articept space 1d into the two c.om-
ponents--articept Z and its comple~er.t; articept Z, thusly 
1d.::: t. ffi l . For example, consider the ~oolean universe 12 . 
·, 
40 
Illustration 17. The left-hand side articept 
is the Null Set selected from ISO 1, and the right-
hand side articept .is selected from ISO 14. Obviously, 





TABLE OF TRANSFORMATION MAGNITUDES 
Number of Structure-in-
variant Transformations 
lTd I , Over Articept 
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Illustration 18. The Partition of a 
Boolean Universe ld into Isomorphic Articepts, 
ld = z E9 z. 
Then one may repres-ent the isomorph structure by Boolean 
forms, as depicted in illustration 19. 
There exists a one-to-one relation (isomorphism) 
1d 
between Boolean Algebra 2 and A~gebra of Switching Cir-
cuits U/d (Switching Algebra). 1 This isomorphism may be 
taken advantage of, since there has been a great deal of 
work done on Switching Algebras in conjunction with opti-
mizing computer design·. One of the paramount problems in 
optimizing computer design is in the minimization of (1) 
• arithmetic operation time, (2) cost of ~otal switching 
components and (3) space occupied by total switching com-
ponents. In view of the isomorphism, one may then con-
sider the switching circuit in UJd isomorphic to the arti-
2~ . . cept in , and make use of the concepts of Switching 
Algebras. Thus, it is entirely conceivable that, in a 
certain sense, time and cost may be feasible measures of 
the complexity of articepts. Other possible avenues of 
attack to this problem may utilize derivative concepts 
from the Redfield-Polya Theorem of enumer_ation, 2 Winograd's 
Theorem establishing a lower bound on time required for 
1L. S. Bobrow and M. A. Arbib, Discrete Mathematics 
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Co., 1974); and T. G. Room 
and J. M. Mack, The Sorting Process: A Study in Mathe-
matical Structure (London: Methuen, 1966). 
2N. G. DeBruijn, "Polya'& Theory of Counting," in 
Applied Combinatorial Mathematics, ed. E. F. Beckenbach 
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Illustr¥ion 19. Boolean Rep'resentafion of 
Isomorphs in 2~ · 
NOTE: The "ffi" operation denotes partition of the 
arti·cept space ld into the two component articepts, Z and 
Z. " EB " behaves as a· disjunction which is impassable to 
the usual Boolean operation.s (i.e., distribution). 
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addition, 1 the Krohn-Rhodes theory of machine decomposi-
tion,2 Ferdinand's work on the statistical complexity of 
systems3 and Mowshvwitz's work on the information of 
graphs.4 Unfortunately, all of the preceding works are 
not easily applicable to non-ergodic, mu1ti-valued logics. 
In an attempt to generate logically consistent.measures of 
complexity, several different measures of complexity were 
derived, each with construct validity with respect to dif-
ferent conceptual foundations.5 A complete discussion of 
these recently derived me.asures of compl.exi ty is beyond 
the scope o~ this dissertation. Briefly, however, meas-
ures of complexity (partition functions) must satisfy the 
following axiomatic model: 
1s. Winograd, "On the Time Required to Perform Addi-
tion," Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery 
12 (No. 2, 1965): 277-285. , · 
2M. A. Arbib, ed., Algebraic. The~ry of Machin~s, Lan-
guages, and Semigroups, with a major contribution by K. Krohn 
and J. L. Rhodes (New York: Academic Press, 1968); and K. 
B. Krohn and J. L. Rhodes, "Algebraic Theory of Machines," 
in ·Proceedings of a Symposium in the Mathematical Theory of 
Automata, Brooklyn, N. Y., 1962 (New York: John Wiley & 
Sons, 1962), pp. 341-384 .. 
3A. E. Ferdinand, "A Statistical Mechanical Approach 
to Systems Analysis," IBM Journal of Research and Develop-
~ 14 (No. 5, 1970): 539-547. 
4Abbe Mowsh~witz, "Entropy and ~he Complexity of Graphs: 
I. An Index of the Relative Complexity of a Graph," Bulletin 
of Mathematical Biophysics.30 (1968)~ 175-204. 
5Harvey Jack Schiller,· "On Measures of Structural C~m­
·plexity of Automata," [Notes in Automata Theory.] Chicago, 
Illinois, 1975. 
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Let be a d-dimensional articept space; and 
let 
. 1d 
be an isomorph in articept space 2· 
J c 21d 
\) 
Then the isomorphs exhaustively partition the 
articept space 
and they are mutually disjunct 
I 
Consider an articept ~.. of the isomorph ~~~ 
ll> .... 
Then · z.. E ~ 
ll> \) 1. 
And L L Z t . = 2 d 1 \) ~i. \) . . 
Let 1d : 2 d -+2d be the class of all structurally-
invariant transformations over articept space 2~ 
Then if T-r:E ld 1 ~ ~l E J., 1 I> .... 
Let 1/: 2<1~ R, be a measure of complexity 
(partition function) 









Where in the Boolean representation 
1d=ZEDZ 
. z. = I f3vk 
2 = I.i3l)K rnod 2 J 
the coefficients of lMAX must, satisfy the following 
condition: [+j+k == {o} §. {1} / V Cj,k 
(4) Given a fixed anal~g1 isomorph for any + d, € z: 
-~ II > o 
ad ~d, 
(5) fl (l) = H Cr J = 1-ICt-z.) 
{6) the ordered sequence 
H c~-.,) ~ H cr."J ~ ·· · ~ 11 cz"',.~/T,,) 
corresponds with trajectory of ontogenetic 
evolution of intelligence in humans 
1An analog isomorph is that isomorph which would 
formed by th~ expan~ion or contraction of one variable 
an existing isomorph. For example, the analogs of the 











Via use of these partition functions, it is pos-
sible to establish an ordering of complexity among the 
id 
isomorphs from a given articept space 2 . However, since 
all the partition functions do not p~rfectly agree upon 
the order of complexity among isomorphs, since each par-
tition function has. a different conceptual foundation, the 
order of complexity must necessarily be an approximate one. 
Exhibited in table 4, the reader will find a table 
of quantitative comparison of several measures of complex-
ity (all numerical quant:~:ties have been converted to b-its 
for the reader's convenience). 
In order to avoi~ introducing contamination by an 
·experimental art~fact, only those isomorphs whose parti-
tion fun-ctions exhibit zero variance-, (i.e., invariant 
2 isomorphs, Ojl = 0 _) have been used in this research. 
In order to integrate this n'ew theory with Piagetian 
Genetic Epistemology (evolution of logic), and recent work 
in concept-learning, consider Piaget's binary logic opera-
tions, or as they are· better known in the study of mathe-
matical logic, the connectives of the propositional calcu-
lus. This particular logic structure is the very kernel 
of all Piaget's w~rk in the ontogenetic evolution of the 
scientific method of hypothesis-testing in human logic;l 
1Williarn M. Bart and Peter W. Airasian, "Determina-
tion of the Ordering Among. Seven Piagetian Task_s by an Or-





























TABLE OF QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON 
OF SEVERAL MEASURES OF COMPLEXITY 
Schematic Conceptual Foundation 
Number of Represen- of Structural Complexity 
Articepts tat ion 
in of 
Isomorph Isomorph Orbits Partitions Gates 
2 0.000 0. 000. 0 
2 e- 1.000 1.000 '4 
2 0 0.000 0.000 0 
8 tJ 1. 5oo· 1.585 8 
4 n 1.500 1.500 4 
2 Q 2.000 2.000 14 
2' lt!l 0.000 0.000 0 
16 ijr 1.750 2.000 11 
24· @ 2.000 2.164 8 
. 24 UdJ ~-333 2.497 17 
8 '@ 2.500 2.585 - 22 
48 I@ 2.250 2.376 12 
48 ·Ildr 2.583 2.645 21 
16 Ud! 2.750 2.807 27 
6 (jJ 2.000 2.000 4 
a· rfJ 2.500 . 2.585 20 
24 ItJj 2.500 2.585 14 
24 Im 2.667 2.723 22 
6 ~ 2.667 2.667 14 
tm . 2 3.000 3.000 34 
50 
so it is well worth singul~r treatment here .. It is exhib-
ited in illustration 21. 
A little reflection will show that Piaget's binary 
logic operations are nothing other than the elements of ar-1 . 
ticept s·pace 2 2 ! A compact synthesis of Piaget 's work 
interpreted in light of this new theory would posit that log-
ic primitives of lesser complexity as determined by partition 
functions emerge first in the evolving cognitive structure 
of humans, followed sequentially by the emergence of thos.e 
logic primitives of greater complexity as determined by par-
tition functions. In fact, one may define a perfect parti-
tion function as one which perfectly predicts the order of 
ontogenetic evolution of the log·ic primitives in humans. 
Via the partition functions, it is possible to order 
the ·basic syntactic operators: existence ( 3 ) , negation 
(1), conjunction (A), disjunction (v), condition(~) 
and bicondition (~),according to their predicted onto-
212 genetic evolution. Consider articept space , from il-
lustration 22. One sees that existence is subsumed under 
isomorph one. (ISO 1).; negation is subsumed under isomorph 
three (ISO 3); conjunction; disjunction and condition are 
. 
·all subsumed under isomorph two (ISO 2).; and bicondition is 
subsumed under isomorph four (ISO 4 )·. 
66 (April 1974): 277-284; and Daniel N. Osherson, Logical 
h_bil.ities in Children, 2 vols. (Potomac, Maryland: Lawrence 
Erlbaum Associates, 1974). 
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CONNECTIVES OF THE 
PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS 
OR 
PIAG£T~ BINARY LOGIC 
OPERATORS 
tl TAUTOLOGY, 12. 
















p C: 'l. 
p v q 
p :::> q. 
Illustration 21. Relationship of Isomorphs in 2~2 
to Connectives of ·the Propositional Calculus (Piaget 's Binary 
Logic Operators) 
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The Logiktrak.is generically quite similar to the 
p~pular Park~r Brot~ers game, Clue--but without the dice. 
The solution to the "Whodunit?" is in. the form of arti-
cepts or artificial concepts comprised of canonical Boolean 
forms. The binary dimensions used in the Logiktrak are 
color, form, and size; as opposed to Who? (the murderer), 
Where? (the scene of the crime) , and How? (the murder 
. weapon) in Clue. 
In view of the rich algebraic structure provided by 
• the Logiktrak, certain solution problem~-to-solve are more 
complex than others. The various classes of problems-to-
solve are termed isomorphs. And the complexity of the iso-· 
morphs varies from isomorph to isomorph. In order to de-
velop an absolute scale of complexity -for the various so-
lution problems, mathematical functions which provide ab-
solute measures of the structural camplexity of isomorphs, 
were constructed. Absolute, criterion-referent measurement 
-
of complexity is a significant advance up.on the usual rel.a-
~' norm-referent measurement of comple~ity. 
Analysis exhibits that Piaget's work in the onto-
genetic evolution of the scientific method in human logic 
may be quite succinctly represented by the algebraic struc-
1 
ture of space 2 2 ; and that the sequence of ·ontogenetic 
emergence of the logic primitives in humans may be pre-
dicted by the ordering imposed by the measures of struc-







This is the order of. ontogenetic evolution as deter-
mined by much of the work in concept-learning. 1 It al~o 
corresponds perfectly with the order of ontogenetic evolu-
tion as determined by the ~onotonically increasing values 
of the partition functions. The "lumping" of conjunction, 
disjunction and condition opera.tors results from the bound-
edness (finiteness) .,of the Boolean universe 12 . In most 
concept-learning studies, the apparent differentiation be-
tween the three operators is an experimental artifact due 
to the subject's ignorance of-the boundedness (finiteness) 
constraints imposed by articept generator space Gz z z 
. , , 
Measure of Optimality of Problem-Solving Strategy 
After constructing a representation of the model, 
.and_de~iving absolute measures of the structural complexity 
of the problems-to-be-solved, absolute measures of the op-
timality of problem-solving strategies necessarily had to 
be developed. 
Various conceptual foundations have been applied in 
the development of measures of diagnostic problem-solving. 
A long-time favorite measure has been the time taken to 
solve the problem. Since time to· solution is not validly 
indic·ative of the development of cognitive structure, it 
1Scott G. Paris, "Comprehension of Language Connec-
tives and Propositional Logical Relationships," Journal of 
Experimental Child Psychology 16 (October 1973): 278-
291. 
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is a measure best left to more primitive designs. 
The second stage in the evolution of diagnostic pro-
blem-solving measu1es is n~ber of trials to solution or, 
generically put, number of questions to solution. This 
approach is more sophisticated than the former; however, 
number of ouest ions to s·olution does not refleqt strategy, 
and is thus too primitive a measure from which to draw 
inferences. 
The third stage in the evolution of diagnostic pro-
blem-solving measures was.derived by Rimoldi and his co-
l 
·workers; and has its conceptual foundation based upon use 
of the statistical artifact exhibited in illustration 23. 
Where ~r is the probability of the referent system 
having asked question j in order i; aj<p denotes the proba-
"bility that question j was never asked by the referent sys-
tem, thus q:> is the null question. , 
I 
N I 
V j == 1,2, ... ,N 
The referent system may be either .gnup norm, "ideal 
solutions" or solutions representative of some fixed, known 
logic. Thus, given a subject's question-asking sequence, 
lH. J. A. Rimoldi, J. · V. Haley,. and B:R. M. Foglia t to, 
The Test of Diagnostic Skills (Chicago, Illinois: Loyola 





1 2 ••• N 
1 au 021 • • • QN1. 
2 a12 022 • • • QNZ. 
• • • • 
· .ORDER • • • • • • 
Cl_it 
N a1N · ... QNN 
<p a1tp • • • aNf 
Illustration 22. Matrix of System-Referent 
Question-Asking Strategies 
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, the question-asking strat-




Although this approach is far more reflective of 
question-asking strategy than the former two, it is still 
contaminated in the following respects: (1) norm-referent 
measurement, (2) the bounded and delimited universe of pos-
sible questions from which the-subject must select his ques-
tions, (3) the mo~t prevalent referent strategies are ac-
corded the greatest merit and (4) ~tochastically speaking, 
the Rimoldian measure is probably Memoryless, and is cer-
tai~ly_not even Markovian. 
The fourth stage in the evolution of diagnostic prob-
lem-solving measures is a measure of question-asking strat-
egy which was originally used in the comparative analysis 
of structurally-different problem-solving strategies. 1 This 
measure is a random variable of the number of questions to 
solution, ranging over all possible paths to the solution. 
The flaw of this measure is quite-simply that it is pred-
1The concept stochastic ccintinuity has been devel-
oped to describe the path-dependence of stochastic pro~esses. 
This concept is also of great import in the measure of the · 
evolution of intelligence. The concept was introduced in 
Harvey Jack Schiller, "On the Evolution of Intelligence: 
Stochastic-Continuity," [Notes in Automata Theory.] Chicago, 
Illinois, 1974. · · . . 
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icated upon the analysis of strategies which may be a priori 
determined algorithmically. This presupposes a discrete set 
of strategies from which the subject must select in order 
to solve the problem. In ~ddition, it has an even lower or-
der of stochastic continuity1 than the Rimoldian measure. 
And it is insensitive to a continuous spectrum of question-
asking strategies. 
The fifth stage in the evolution of diagnostic prob-
lem-solving- measures is a newly derived measure of ques-
tion-asking strategy which has construct validity with re-
spect to the following axiomatic model. 
Let ·X - {X X X X } be a strategy, where X, (/" - I .I 2. I ••• J - 1 )'.. ~tr t 
is the 1'[-th state of the strategy. If X,. is a solution 
strategy for the solution S, then ? E: Xtr • Let }J be the 
class of all solution strategies. And let ~ : }J + R1 be a 
measure of question-asking strategy. Then~ must satisfy 
the following conditions: 
(1) If X,Y € lJ and X is more optimal than Y , 
~(X)< .Y (Y) 
1P. Laughlin, "Selection Strategies in Concept Attain-
ment," in Contemporary Issues in Cognitive Psycholo , ed. 
R. L. Solso Washington, D. C.: V. H. Winston & Sons, 1973). 
• 
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( 3) ;l is non-ergodic by X 
( 4") ~ is criterion-referent 
(5) ~ (XR) = max :i (X) I X£~ 
Where XR is a memoryless strategy 
(6) ~(X,) - min ~(X) I 
XE:J 
Where X, is an illegal identification1 
1An identification is a question where the concept of 
number is used for coding (identification), rather than 
counting (enumeration). 13 An example or an identification in 2 may be given 
by the following: 
Given that the space ~ has representation 
~ i2 i3 
·X, X2 X3 
Where 
- { 1 1 0 1 
Then give the binary number 
B· .. {3. ' . 2 li'-2L'l 
l 1L2 l3 _ . 
. 
Thus, any problem may be solved witb one identifi-
cation. 
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. ( 7) ();{ t~ >0 --ac I 
Where ~ is a measure of complexity 
(8) a~ l < 0 -aT. ek 
Where T is a measure o.~ ontogenetic evolution 
~ , the measure of optimality of question-asking strat-
egy has conceptual foundation based upon the minimization 
of the integral 
where ·~(~) is the strategy function, and is given by the 
number of existing tenable hypotheses upon knowledge· of 
. 11th the an~wer given to the .l- question; and 71* L is that 
question where 1fl(~*) =1. 
Summary 
The purpose of this experiment was to construct a 
model of cognitive structure in which. the.behavior of the 
logic primitives could be embedded, and to formulate a 
representation of that model which could be empirically 
tested.· 
In order to facilitate the construction of the model, 
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the existence of a ~ertain algebraic structure was pos-
tulated. By defining an equivalence relation over this 
structur·e, the set of all subsets generated by combinator-
ically varying the contents of th~s algebraic structure, 
was partitioned into isomorphs or supersets, each of which 
then contains structurally equivalent articepts or subsets. 
The representation of the model ii in the form of 
logic problems-to-be-solved. The Logiktrak is generically 
quite similar to the popular Parker Brothers game, Clue--
• but without the dice. The solution to the "Whodunit?" is 
in the form of articepts or artificial concepts comprised 
of canonical Boolean forms. The binary dimensions used in 
the Logiktrak are color, form, and size; as opposed to Who? 
(the murderer), Where? (the scene of the crime), and How? 
(the murder weapon) in Clue. 
In view of the rich algebraic structure provided by 
the Logiktrak, certain problems-to-be-solved are more com-
plex than others. The various equi valen.ce classes of pr.ob-
lems-to-be-sol ved are termed isomorphs. _And the complex! ty 
of isomorphs varies from isomorph to isomorph. In order 
to develop an absolute scale of complexity for the various 
isomorphs, mathematical functions which provide absolute 
measure of the structural complexity of isomorphs, were con-
structed. Absolute, criterion-referent measurement of com-
plexity is a significant advance upon the usual relative 
norm-referent measurement of complex~ty. 
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Analysis reveals that Piaget's work in the ontogen-
etic evolution of the scientific method of hypothesis-test-
ing in human logic may quite succinctly be represented by 
~2 
the algebraic structure of space .2 ; and that the se-
quence of ontogenetic emergence of the logic primitives in 
humans may be predicted by the measures of structural com-
plexity derived for this work. 
After constructing a representation of the model, and 
deriving absolute measures of the structural complexity of 
• the problems-to-be-solved~ absolute mea~ures of the optim-
ality of problem-solving strategies necessarily had to be 
developed. This was in response to t~e necessity of pro-
viding a differentiating device which allows one to analyze 
the. "track of a subject's logic" rather than only its resul-
tant conclusions. 
There are two primary research hypotheses: first, 
that problem-solving strategies become more optimal with 
increasing Piagetian ontogenesis; and second, that for sub-
j ects of equivalent Pic:tgetian ontogenesis., problem-solving 
strategies become more optimal with increasing intelligence. 
' 
CHAPTER III · 
METHOD 
The purpose of this experiment ·was to construct a 
model of cognitive structure in which the behavior of the 
logic primitives could be embedded, and to formulate a rep-
resentation of that model which could be empirically teited. 
The representation of the model is in the form of 
. logic problems-to-be-solved. The inodel admits for the ab-
solute measure of the structural complexity of problems-to-
be-solved, and absolute measure of the optimality of the 
subject's problem-solving strategies. In this way, the 
"track" of the subject's logic may be analyzed. The rep-
resentation of the model which is then emptrically tested, 
is appropriately known as the Logiktrak. There are two 
primary research hypotheses: firs~, th.at problem-solving 
strategies become more optimal with increasing Piagetian 
ontogenesis; and second, that for subjects of equivalent 
Piagetian ontogenesis, problem-solving strategies become 
more optimal with increasing intelligence as measured by 
Raven's Progressive Matrices. 
In this chapter, the following will' be discussed: 
the design and pre-testing of the Logiktrak materials, the 






In order to administrate the Logiktrak, the follow-
ing materials were used. 
Kit of Toys 
The kit of toys is really a set of miniature replicas 
of the elements of articept space 13 , depicted here: 
•• 
OJ rn· 
The replicas are made of sturdy cardboard with the 
dimensions used depicted here: 
large : I inch 
Smo.ll : 1_1nch 
large: 11 inchi 
smaf/: I inch 
Kit of Problems 
The kit of problems is -a set of 3"-x 4" lined index 
cards, each inscribed with a complete test 90mprised of 
randomly generated articepts representing the ·appropr-iate 
isomorphs of the articept space dimension required. Sam-
.ple test cards are depicted in illustration 24. 
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Illustration 23. Sample Test Cards Randomly Generated for the articept 















The articepts given in each test are generated in 
random sequence from the following isomorphs, exhibited in 
illustration 24. 
Logiktrak Administration Manual 
The Logiktrak Administration Manual contains a de-
tailed description of both materials and procedure neces-
sary for administration of the Logiktrak. The Logiktrak 
Administration Manual is included in appendix 4, pages 149-
160, for the reader's convenience . 
Pretest Results . 
A pilot study was conducted in advance of the final 
experimentation, in order to perfect the Standardized Test, 
and to determine the -reliability of the Logiktrak. 
One had to be certain that the necessarily primitive 
problem-solving behavior of very young children in parti-
cular, was due in fact to their primitive· cognitive struc-
ture, and not to experimental artifact introduced by im~ 
perfections in the Standardized Text. 
The reliability study implemented a s~ngle subject 
repetition design on perfectly parallel_test items. Data 
taken from several very intelligent adults,l revealed that 
1According to the model of intelligence posited in 
this dissertation, the variation in int.elligence is mono-
tonically positive with greater. intelligence. That is, the 
presence of homoscedasticity cannot be assumed. On sub-
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the intra-subject variances were quite low; and·hence that 
the Logiktrak possesses an inordinately great reliability. 
This data is exhibited in ~able 5. 
Experiment 
The reader is reminded that the experiment consisted 
of having subjects of a spectrum (ranging from pre-school 
to adult levels) of Piagetian ontogenetic levels solve log-
ic problems in order to determine the dependence of prob-
lem-solving upon ontogenesis; and also; to determine, for 
a given ontogenesis level, the-dependence o~ problem-solv-
ing upon intelligence as measured by Raven's Progressive 
Matrices. 
.Subjects 
Since this study was primarily concerned with Devel-
opmental Education, a broad spectrum of. subject ages was 
required. The subject sampling scheme used is exhibited 
in table 6. 
All subjects were·selected from the same socioeco-
nomic stratum--all were culled from-populations statisti-
cally (in the demographic sense) representative of the 
north suburban area of Chicago. This demographic popula-
tion is among the highest ranking in terms of education 
it turned out that each subject pretested was in the upper 
5% of the normal distribution of intelligence. 
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TABLE 4 
RELIABILITY STUDY DATA 
Isomorphs 
Subject Statistic ISO 1 ISO 2 ISO 3 ISO 4 
- 2.00 5.13 6.31 7.58 X 
Sl s2 0.00 0.13 2.16 0.00 
k 3 8 9 5 
- 2.00 s.oo 6.58 7.58 X 
S2 s2 o.oo 0.00 1.00 0.00 
k 2 4 2 2 
-X 2.00 5.15 6.58 7.58 
.S3 s2 0.00 0.06 1.00 0.00 
k 2 4 2 
-
1 
-X 2.00 s.oo 5.58 7.08 
S4 s2 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.25 
k 2 4 1 2 
x E Mean s2 = Variance k =: Cell Size 
NOTE: All isomorphs taken from articept universe l2; all 
s·ubjects very intelligent adults. 
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' TABLE 6 




























and wealth in the entire Upited States. 1 
In the case of non-adults, permission was first ob-
tained from the proper school district administrators, and 
then secondly from the par~nts of the students in the po-
tential ·subject pooi. The reader may find these parental 
permission forms in appendix 2, pages 138-145. The number 
of subjects selected from each stratum was primarily de-
termined by logistic considerations, i.e., time. 
Since· the study was primarily a developmental one, .. 
no attempt was made to control for such variables as sex, 
ethnic background, age (within strata), school performance, 
personality or the like. If these variables had been con-
trolled for, it would have required inordinately great 
sample sizes to provide for reliable resolution of the data. 
In the absence of any consideration of higher order effects 
due to these variables, it was tacitly assumed that neither 
the Raven's Progressive Matrices nor the Logiktrak scor~s 
would be dependent upon these variables. 
Procedure 
Recall that the object of the Logiktrak is for the 
subject to discover the unknown articept in space 2~ by 
generating optim~l question-asking ~trategy. In practice, 
1' From private communication with Professor Pierre De· 
Vise, Department of Urban Sciences, University of Illinois 
at Chicago Circle, Friday, 21 March 1975. 
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during the administration of the Logiktrak, the subject is 
allowed to manipulate, in any fashion, toys repres·enting 
scaled replicas of the elements of articept space 1q . 
Since any incapability to enumerate the elements of arti-
cept space 1d , or p·erceptually differentiate between the 
binary levels of each dimension· in generate~ space G~~ 2 
would contaminate the results of the testing, potential 
subjects were first administered a mini-qualifying quiz to 
make certain that each subject could: 
1. Count to eight 
2. Distinguish between black and white toys 
3. Distinguish between pyramids and cubes 
4. Distinguish between large and small toys 
Throughout the experiment, s~rface structure (lexi-
con) of the subject's language was always used in order to 
concre~ize the concepts involved so that no experimental 
artifacts could contaminate the procedure. Upon successful 
completion of the mini-qualifying quiz, subjects were then 
administered the appropriate form of the Raven's Pr.ogres-
sive Matrices (RPM), a highly reliable, nonverbal, acul-
1 tural measure of cognitive development. Apparently, it 
occupies the same niche in the British Empire which the 
Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler occupy here in the United 
States. The Raven's Progressive Matrices was administered 
1· Jerry S. Carlson, "A Note on.the Relationship Be-
tween Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices Test and Opera-




according to the fol.lowing scheme, exhibited in table 7. 
The Logiktrak was then administered within two weeks 
of the date of administration of the Raven'::;. The Logik-
trak was administered according to the following scheme: 
The Standardized Text was recited to the subject (this may 
be found on pages 5-8 in the Logiktrak Administration 
Manual). 
A randomly generated articept'universe 11 was selected. 
A randomized sequence of all four possible articepts from 
21, was then administered to the subject. If the subject 
experienced undue difficulty, they did not go on to any 
~2 
problem from a two-dimensional articept universe 2 . 
Then, a randomly generated articept universe 12 was 
selected. A randomized sequence of articepts representing 
all four possible isomorphs was then administered to the 
subject. If the subject experienced undue difficulty, they 
did not go on to any problems from the three-dimensional ar-
213 • ticept universe 
Then, a randomized sequence of articepts represent-
ing all ·seven possible invariant isomorphs was administered 
to the subject. This is exhibited in illustration 25. 
"The subject asked the administrator questions in 
order to solve each problem. These questions were trans-
cribed.by the administrator and answered. Care was ~xer­
cised that the exact question aske·d by the subject was 
faithfully transcribed, and the correct answer to that ques-
TABLE 7 
ADMINISTRATION SCHEME FOR RAVEN'S PROGRESSIVE MATRICES 
Sar:!pling Approximate Form of Raven 1.s Test Usual Time 
Level Grade Range to be Administered Setting of Test Remarks 
' 
Kindergarten K Colored Progressive ind~vidually untimed, Raven's Colored Progres.sive -.:1 
Matrices ·15-30 Matrices is usually administered .z=-
minutes individually, except .that most 
children from age 8 up can take 
the test in small groups; 
range: 
adults 
age~ 5-11 and defective 
Primary 1-2-3 Colored Prog~essive individually untimed, 
Matrices 15-30 
minutes 
Intermediate 4-5-6 Colored Progressive group untimed, 
Matrices 15-30 
minutes 
Junior High 7-8 Standard Pro- group untimed, Raven's Standard ·Progressive 
gressive Matrices about 45 Matrices; range: ages S-v5 
minutes 
High g..:1o-11-12 Standard Pro- group .untimeQ., 




Standard Pro- group untimed, 
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tion was given to the subject. The subject's questions 
were swiftly written down in the form of Boolean equations, 
as opposed to the laborious method of using traditional 
orthography. 
During the course of the test, the subject was al-
lowed free use of pencil and paper; and no tim~ limit was 
imposed either for the asking of questions, or the solu-
tion of problems. Furthermore, the subject was allowed to 
ask the administrator to repeat any questions which the 
subject may have already asked, together with the answers 
·to those questions. The reader may find a complete manual 
for the administration of the Logiktrak in appendix 4, 
pages 149-160. 
Method of Analysis 
For the reader's convenience, the two primary re-
search hypoth~ses are spelled out completely here. 
1. In the solution of problems of a given com-
plexity! problem-solving strategies become 
more optimal with greater Piagetian ontogen-
esis, as measured by school grade level. 
2. In the solution of problems of a given com-
plexity, by subjects of equivalent Piagetian 
ontogenesis, as measured by school grade level, 
problem-solving strategies become more optimal 
with greater intelligence, as measured by 
Raven's.Progressive Matrices. 
The above research hypotheses are then transformed 
into tractable statistical hypotheses, which make the col-· 
lected data amenable to analys~s by the appropriate, com-
• 
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patible statistical tests. The collected data were re-
presentable in the following form exhibited in table 8. 
The reader may observe, that for purposes of compu-
tation, only four manipulatable v~riables were of inter-
est; stratum, (i.e., "grade" level--K, P, I, J, H, A), sub-
ject, articept space dimension, (I~E., d=l,2,3), and iso-
morph, (i.e., for d=l, l~l~2; for d=2,i~i~4; for d=3, 
i=l,2,5,8,10,11,14). The sole dependent variable, then, 
was the strategy parameter, ~ . 
For a given articept space dimension and isomorph, 
lower values of ~ denote more optimal strategies. Since 
the younger children often discontinued the Logiktrak be-
tween dimensions, between articepts, or even within arti-
c'epts, as when they could not attain the solution and gave 
up, there is a lot of missing·data. This could not be 
helped, since it was felt that any ·kind of forced partici-
pation would not necessarily yield the subject's optimal 
strategy, and hence provide invalid data~ This was in ad-
dition, of course, to the primary concern. for the subject. 
In recognition of the salient problems which missing data 
would present for the computation of statistical means and 
the like, it was decided that an entirely new approach 
would have to be made to the analysis of the· collected data. 
~ -filters . 
In order to treat missing data, the following assump-
.. 
TABLE 8 \ 
SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE COLLECTED DATA 
d • 1 d •. 2 
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tion was arbitrarily made: 
Missing data will be treated as a failure to solve 
the problem represented by the unknown articept. 
Now, consider the binary search strategy when the 
subject successfully reduces the number of tenable hypo-
theses by one half on succeeding questions. ·This parti-
cular strategy is quite an efficient yet facile qne. For 
obvious reasons, it was dubbed Fool's Strategy and is shown 
in illustration 26. 
Based upon the functional constructed to generate 
strategy parameters, the .following values were found for 
Fool's Strategy, and are exhipited in table 9. 
By considering Fool's S_trategy to be an absolute 
referent strategy,, one may then establish relativity1 of 
the optimality of comparative strategies. Arbitrarily, the 
optimality of Fool's Strategy has been set to J=1 . Thus, 
one has the f9llowing table, exhibited ·in table 10. · 
Thus, suppose the strategy parameter ~ , in_the so-
lution of a given problem in a d-dimensional articept space 
lcertainly, the complexity of-problems-to-be-solved 
varies with both articept space dimension (d) and isomorph 
(i). Thus, when speaking of the concept of-relativity, the 
stipulation must be made for a given articept space dimen-
sion and isomorph. Via correction for th€ measure of arti-
cept complexity, it is theoretically possible to establish 
an inter-dimensional and inter-isomorph concept of relati-
vity of the optimality of comparative solution strategies. 
In view of the various possible foundations which one may -
choose for constructing the measure of complexity, it would 
be premature to give "weights" to the different Logiktrak 
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~ -FILTERS ;FOR FOOL.' S STRATEGY 
d 
1 2 3 
0.50 1 4 16 
1.00 . 2 8 32 
1.50 3 12 48 
2.00 4 16 64 
2~d ":: \) ,.·1 were ~ ~r 
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Let ~d,r=1 represent the strategy pa-
rameter generated by the solution of that same problem via 
Fool's Strategy )VF . Then~ s~ , the ~ -value of 
strategy lfJ is given by: 
And thus strategy 1fJ would "pass" through the ) -filter 
for any ~ ~ ~'lf , and "fail" for any S < J¥t . Thus, for ex-
ample, one may see from table 10 that a strategy parameter 
~ . . ~ 
of ...::::..y; = 10 ~ in a two-dimensional articept space 2 , 
would pass through the S -filters of both S = 1. 50 and 
) = 2.00; however~ it· would .fail the 5 -filters of both 
) = 1.00 and S = 
timal the strategy 
which it will pass. 
optimal strat.egies. 
0.50. Succinctly~ then, the more op-
?/J ~ the smaller· the J -filter through 
Lower values of . J1p thus reflect more 
r-1 , 
And o1f is .essentially the ratio of 
how-many-times-more-optimal strategy 1fJ is than F~ol' s 
Strategy 1ff ~ for a given articept space dimension and 
isomorph. 
Statistical Tests 
Since the assumption of normality is at best a frail 
one in questions concerning the evolution of htunan intel-
lThe abstract representation of a given strategy will 
·be the symbol Vi , together with the appropriate identify-
ing sub-or-s1:1perscripts. 
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ligence, the decision was made to attack this problem via 
some form of appropriate non-parametric statistical test 
of hierarchal order. This tact seemed appropriate, since 
it had been hypothesized essentially, that 
represents the Adult (A) stratum optimal solution strate-
gi;es, and so on. The " ) " operation in this case implies. 
the relation "is more optimal than." 
The first primary research hypothesis may be restated 
as follows: The hierarchal order of solution strategy op-
timality will be ordered, from most optimal to least op-
timal: Adult (A), High School (H), Junior High School (J), 
Intermediate (I), Primary (P) and Kindergarten (K). Let 
* PAC~) represent the proportion of Adult (A) solution 
strategies passing a ~ -filter, and so on. 
Then the first primary research hypothesis is equiv-
alent to the following: 
'* .. * ~ ~ * H : PA (~) > PH($) > ~ (J) > Pr(S) > Ppa) > Pk($) 
1 . 
. Since the collected data afford only a sample ob-
servation proportion, P(S) , the obsePved order is neces-
sarily but an inf~rence conce·rning t.he real order. The 
statistical test chosen must reflect the possible error 
of sample observation and other statistical noise. In view· 
of the complication introduced by an ordered hierarchy of • 
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random variables, a specially-constructed Parity Test for 
Hierarchal Order was used. 1 For a given S -filter, there 
are 6!=720 possible permutations of the set 
y = { ~. J ~· ' .~ ' ~ ' V{ ' ~ } . The greater the 
statistical distance from H1 of.the observed· permutation ,...... 
of set 1fT as depicted by the corresponding ~ ([) , the 
greater the probability that H1 is not true. And converse~ 
ly, the smaller the statistical distance from H of the 
,...._, 1 
observed permutation of set 1fT as depicted by the corre-
sponding ~ (J"), the greater the probability that H1 is 
true. This statistical distance may be measured by the 
. parity, R , or number of transpos.itions necessary to re-
turn the observed order to the order dictated by H1 -
'""J ~ 
>~>~>~>·11{ A partial par-
ity table for a six-tiered hierarchal order under the Par-
ity Tes·t, is given in table 11. 
The 0( error may thus be easily calculated from the 
formula 
0 
where N.c is the observed parity and· n=6. 
lHarvey Jack Schiller, "On a Parity Test of Hierarchal 
Orde·r, "[Notes in Mathematics.] Chicago, Illinois, 1975. 
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TABLE 11 
A PARTIAL PARITY TABLE FOR A 
6-~IEP£D HIERARCHAL ORDER 
Parity, N. 
Number of 









The second primary research hypothesis presented a 
much easier problem. It may be restated as follows: For 
a given stratum, a statistically significant positive cor-
relation will exist betwee~ P5 (S) , the observed proportion 
of sol~tion strategies passing through a J -filter for 
subject S, and JJ5 , the score ·or subject S. on the appro-
priate form of Raven's Progressive Matrices. 
. 
Spearman's f for rank-order correlation was applied 
to the collected data; measuring the rank-order correlation 
between P,c3 (1) , the observed proportion of solution strate-
gies passing through a 1-fil te~ ( ~ =1 .. 00) for subjects 
S€ /; , where lJ is a given strata and .]A , the score of 
subjects S€ ~ , on the appropriate form of' Raven's Progres-
sive Matrices. 
Summary 
There are two primary research hypotheses: first, 
that problem-solving strategies become moore optimal with 
increasing Piagetian ontogenesis, as meas~ed by school 
grade level; and second, that for subjects of equivalent 
Piagetian ontogenesis, as measured by school grade level, 
problem-solving strategies become· more optimal with in-
creasing intelli~ence as measured by Rave~'s Progressive 
Matrices. 
Tne design of the Logiktrak, .the experimental para-
digm used, consisted or· a set of miniature replicas of the 
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elements of articept space 13 , together with art accompa-
nying set of logic problems-to-be-solved. conveniently in-
scribed upon cards. These.materials were pre-tested in 
order to ensure the reliability of the instrument. 
A narrow stratum subject_sampling sche~e was used. 
All subjects were selected from one socioeconomic stratum. 
Since the study was developmental, there were six strata 
used, ranging from pre-school through adult, each stratum 
containing between 18 and 24 subje.cts. 
All subjects were first pre-tested to ensure they 
could count to eight, distinguish black from white, pyramid 
from cube, and large from small. This mini-qualifying test 
ensured the absence of experimental noise. Successful sub-
jects were then administered the appropriate form of the 
Raven's Progressive Matrices, and within two weeks time, 
the Logiktrak. The administration' of the Logiktrak en-
tailed a series of "Whodunit?" logic problems-to-be-solved, 
which the subject solved by generating "clues" to which 
the administrator provided the correct answers. 
Logic problems-to-be~solved in the form of articepts 
were randomly generated from isomorphs of given complexity. 
The order of presentation of isomorphs within a given di-
mensional space was likewise randomly-determined. The ar-
ticept spaces used to generate the isomorphs, were sequen-
2~1 212 213 . tially, , , • Subjects were allowed free use 
of pencil and. paper to minimize memory-induced noise; and 
• 
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no temporal constraints were imposed to minimize temporal-
induced noise. A Logiktrak Administration Manual was de-
signed to facilitate the administration of the Logiktrak. 
In order to accomodate the problem generated by mis-
sing data and distribution uncertainty, a new statistical 
procedure was developed. The first research hypothesis 
was examined via a new parity test; and the second research 
hypothesis was examined via Spearman's ~ • 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this e·xperiment was to construct a 
model of cognitive structure in which the behavior of the 
logic primitives could be embedded, and to formulate a re-
p~esentation of that model which cou~d be empirically 
tested. 
The representation of the model, Logiktrak, is in the 
form of logic problems-to-be-solved. The model admits for 
the absolute measure of the structural complexity of prob-
lems-to-be-solved, and the absolute measure of the optimal-
ity of the subject's problem-solving strategies. In this 
way, the subject's "track of logic" may be analyzed. In 
this chapter, the results of the empirical testing will be 
presented and discussed. 
For the reader's convenience, both primary research 
hypotheses and the respective statistical tests used to 
affirm or disaffirm those hypotheses are repeated here. 
First, in the solution of problems of a given com-
plexity, problem-solving strategies b~come· more optimal 
with greater Piagetian ontogenesis, as measured by school 
grade level; second, in the solution of problems of a given 
complexity, by subjects of equivale~t Piagetian ontogenesia, 
90 
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as measured by school grade level, problem-solving strat-
egies become more optimal with greater intelligence, as 
measured by Raven's Progressive Matrices. 
The first primary research hypothesis was examined 
by a new parity test developed by this author to test the 
validity of hierarchal structures. The second_primary re-
search hypo.thesis was examined by Spearman's f . 
To analyze the data pertaining to the first primary 
research hypothesis, the proportions or solution strategies 
. . 
passing through various S -filters was computed for each 
·of the six strata (Adult, High School, Junior High, Inter-
mediate, Primary, Kindergarten). This data is summarized 
in table 12. 
A quick glance at the collected data in table 11 re-
·veals that the observed parity Nc = 0 , ror all calculated 
( ( )-1 f . J -filters. Thus, 0( == 6! == 120 , or 0( =0.0013888 ... 
. 
This is an 0( error of about 0.10%~ One may easily see 
-
that the first primary research hypothesis may be accepted 
for all practical 0( .• 
To analyze the data pertaining to the second primary 
research hypothesis, the proportion of solution strategies 
passing through a 1-fil ter ( ~ =1. 00) was computed for. 
each subject. This data was then rank-correlated against 
each subject's respective Raven's score, using Spearman's f , 
for each stratum separately. The results of statistical 
testing concerning the second ~rimary_research hypothesis 
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TABLE 12 
PROPORTIONS OF SOLUTION STRATEGIES 
PASSING THROUGH VARIOUS J -FILTERS 
~ 
Strata 0.50 1.00 
A 0.256 0.771 
H 0.197 0.667 
J 0.154 0.450 
I 0~093 0.333 
p 0.042 o. 300 











are summarized in table 13. Again, one may easily see 
that the second primary research thesis cannot be accepted 
for any practical c< . 
Implications 
The implications of the work within this disserta-
tion may be divided into four basic areas: pure mathema-
tics, comparative and .developmental ethology, Piagetian 
measures of cognitive developmental ethology, and curric-
ular design . 
In addition to providing experimental proof of the 
acceptance of the first primary research hypotnesis, and 
the rejection of the second; evidence has now been exhibited 
for the construction and development of absolute measures 
of Boolean st~ucture, and absolute measures of problem-
solving-strategy, together with their attendent implica-
tions of Piagetian theory of the ontogene~ic evolution of 
cognitive structure. The existence of such measures pro-
vides conceptual foundation of a Theory of Relativistic 
Intelligence. 
It would appear that human knowledge has received 
the greatest impetus in its evolution, from the proof of 
existence of relativistic constructs. For example, New-
tonian physics had reached a conceptual cul-de-sac in the 
waning years of the 19th century. Many paradoxes abounded, 
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existing models. It remained for Albert Einstein, in 1905, 
to revolute the theoretical construct of relativity, by .de-
2 
riving the equation of energy and matter (E~MC ), and thus 
penetrate the conceptual barrier imposed by then-existing 
homocentric thought; 
Einstein's monumental feat marked a great disconti-
nuity in the phylogenetic evolution of human intelligence. 
Uitimately, Einstein's Theory of Rei"ativity has generated· 
a culture-shock of such magnitude, that Man's perspective 
of the relationship between himself and his world, has been 
radically transformed--prosthetic evolution. 
The kernel of this concept is simply this: That 
measurement is yet artificial so long as it is relative 
(norm-referent); it can only transcend these confines when 
it has·become absolute (criterion-referent), thus expanding 
the scope of Man's world, then his thought, and ultimately, 
Man himself. Such a construct of relativity then neces-
sarily provides one with ratio scales of measurement, gen-
erating a conceptual foundation from which yet unborn models 
may emerge in conceptoclastic fashion. It is the conten-
tion of this dissertation, that the Theory of Relativistic 
Intelligence promulgated here, provides such a conceptual 
foundation. The·capability to provide absolute, i.e., cri-
1' . 
The term model is stipulated here to mean a system of 
relations satisfying a ·set of axioms, so that the axioms may 
be interpreted as true statements about the system. 
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terion-referent, measurement of the various .theoretical 
constructs relating to Piagetian theory of the ontogenetic 
evolution of cognitive structure, similarly allows one to 
penetrate the conceptual barrier imposed by existing homo-
centric-thought. 
It is the powerful ramifications of such a Theory of 
Relativistic Intelligence, which shall now be discussed, 
together with their immediate implications to Developmental 
Education. 
Pure Math 
The construction of absolute measures of complexity 
of Boolean structures may introduce new dimension to the 
areas of automata theory (Switching Algebras), Boolean 
Algebr~, combinatorial topology and graph theory. A spe-
cific discussion of these new dimensions is beyond the scope 
o~ this dissertation; however, one may briefly sketch the 
following concepts. 
The absolute measure of complexity of Boolean struc-
tures allows one to define-a measure function over spaces 
whose elements may be represented by Boolean structures. 
In particular, the logic primitives of cognitive struc-
tures· may now th~oretically be anal~zed and synthesized. 
This is especially important in.the case of cognitive struc-
tures which are non-human. · Thus, one may mathematically 
represent the evolution of comparative and developmental 
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cognitive structures~ 
Comparative and Developmental Ethology 
The Logiktrak and other like-Piagetian measures of 
the development of cognitive structure, may be adapted for 
nonverbal, acultural populations. Such exp~rimental para-
digms would be capable of differentiation on the intra-
taxonomic level (the usual measuremept of individual dif-
ferences), as well as differentiation on the inter-taxonom-
ic level. This would provide a pan-taxonomic scale, yield-
ing a valid hierarchy of the phylogenetic evolution of cog-
nitive structures with respect to the existence of logic 
primitives. 
For example, one could require a perfect Piagetian 
measure to be capable of differentiating between the onto-
genetic evolution of the cognitive structure of two dis-
tinct individuals from a given specie (individual differ-
ence); and also be capable of differentiating betw~en·the 
phylogenetic evolution of the cognitive structure of in-
dividuals representative of two distinct species. The 
former application would certainly have great impact on 
developmental ethology; while the· lat~er application would 
certainly have great impact on comparative ethology. Such· 
a device may ultimately be capable of answering the ques-
tions: ·"Which of these humans is .the more intelligent?" 
and. "Which is the more intelligent_, a chimpanzee or a dol-
phin?" 
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The matter of phylogenetic evolution in processes 
of learning is now only beginning to be systematically ex-
plored.1 However, it is not unlikely that as one proceeds 
up the scale of phylogenetic evolution, the development of 
the logtc primitives· similarly becomes more advanced. And 
thus the evolution of logic primitives offers a natural 
measure of the phylogenetic evolution of life on Earth. 
Via consideration of the rate of phylogenetic evolu-
tion of cognitive structures in ba.th Pongidae (orangutan, __ 
gorilla, and chimpanzee) and Hominidae (man), one may be 
able to then calculate the elapsed time since the bifurca-
tion of proto-Pongidae and proto-Hominidae.2 This would 
· provide data ancillary to that which is found by the excit-
ing, recent methods of comparing macromolecular structures 
in the ·two species.3 
While reviewing the work of Piaget and other de-velop-
mentalists, one cannot help but be singularly impressed by 
the lack of connection and inference concerning human be-
1M. E .. Bitterman, "The Comparative Jmalysis of Learn-
ing,~ Science 188 (1975): 699-709. _ 
2Pongidae is the zoologic familY. containing the great 
. apes. Hominidae is the zoologic family_ containing Man. . 
About-twenty million years ago, during the geological epoch 
known as the Miocene, the suborder Catarrhini of the order 
Primates further fragmented into-the two families, Pongidae 
and Hominidae._ 
3M. C. King and A. C. Wilson, "Evolution at Two Levels 
in H.umans and Chimpanzees," Science 188 (1975): 107-116. 
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havior (the development of.cognitive structure in parti-
cular), which was drawn from the corresponding .generative 
behaviors of the higher infrahuman primates. There appears 
to be little reference in the literature, to any of the 
work in ·the comparat·i ve and developmental ethology of lower 
life-forms. 1 Such a situation bodes poorly for graduate 
education in the human behavioral sciences. 
'• 
It is hardly prudent to assume that one has the broad 
scope necessary to properly integrate and understand the 
problems of developmental psychology, together with its im-
plications to de~elopmental education, without having studied 
the comparative and developmental ethology of the lower life-
forms. Such a tenet has far-reaching implications to grad-
uate education in the human behavioral sciences. The far-
thest extent many graduate programs in the human behavioral 
sciences currently go toward this end, is perhaps an·elec-
tive survey course in comparative psychology. The integra~ 
tion of animal ethology and child behavior, for instance, 
has to a great extent been the effort of workers in zoology 
"reaching" across to psychology--certainly not the reverse 
situation. And yet, the ethological study of child behavior 
lA survey of 30 bibliographies of work representative 
of Piaget and other developmentalists revealed that, out of 
a total of 901 bibliographic references, 2·were direct cita-
tions of work in the comparative an.d developmental ethology 
of lower life-forms. 
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is integroplexed1 to the work of Piaget and other develop-
mentalists. 
Piagetian Measures of Cognitive Development 
The ontogeneti~ evolution of the logic primitives in 
man may now be viewed from a Pi~getian perspective, to bet-
ter fit in with the existing matrix of human knowledge. 
cursory examination of both the theoretical model derived 
for this dissertation, and also the experimental data," lends 
itself to the following empirical conclusion: The logic 
connectives of the predicate calculus emerge in the follow-
ing order in humans: (i) existence ( 3 ) , (ii) negation (I), 
.(iii) conjunction(/\), disjunction. (V), condition(~) and 
(iv) bicondition (~). 
A~ analysis of Piaget's logical operations or schema2, 
reveals that Piaget based the conceptual foundation of his 
work upon the assumption of Abelian structure; that is, 
Piaget ,·s schema commute. 3 The ignorance of the existence 
of non-Abelian logic structures should not be continued. 
,. Indeed, the assumption of Abelian structure for logic primi-
~ 
1The term integroplexed is s·tipulated here to mean 
·completely interwoven and interdependent. 
2 . " . William M. Bart, A Comparison of Premise Types in 
Hypothetico-Deductive Thinking a·the Stage of Formal Opera-
tions," Journal of Psychology 81 (May 1972)": 45-51. 
3Two operators A and B may be said to commute or lie 
embedded within an Abelfan structure if their sequence of 
application is irrelevant; that is, if AB=BA. 
occur. 
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unrealistic one.1 It presupposes simple, ergodic 
logic primitives, inferring that learning does 
The benchmark of evolution has always ?een the adap-
tive modification of behavior, or learning. Since the ex-
istence of commutativity· essentially reflects a more simple 
lThis author has developed numerous Piagetian tasks 
where Abelian behaviors do not appear to exist. For example, 
very young children often persist in trying to pass a knot 
through a hole from one direction,·when· it obviously failed 
to pass through from the obverse direction. Similarly, it 
is not obvious to very yo·ung children that the distance from 
·A to B is identical to the distance from B to A, along the 
same path. 
These particular instances are exemplars of a more 
generalized genus of ontogenetically-derived behaviors which 
this author has termed anisotropic. Essentially, the child 
has not yet "learnt 11 that various properties of space are 
not direction dependent. Strangely enough, the integration 
of the great body of human knowledge ·in the mathematical 
·sciences requires that one "revert 11 to the cognitive axiom 
(or logic primitive derivative) that certain properties of 
space may not necessarily be isotropic. Further exemplars 
of other genuses of ontogenetically-derived behaviors may be 
provided by the operations represented by the group of ro-
tations of a rigid body (rotors), which are not Abelian, and 
surprisingly,·· few adults (a survey revealed p < 10-2. ) can 
correctly solve rotor problems. · 
In addition to the existence of non-Abelian logic prim-
itives, one may also consider the existence of logic primi-
tives which lack other algebraic properties, i.e., associa-
tivity, distributivity, et al. 
The classic Piagetian chemistry experiments where the 
subject had to solve for the correct reactants in order to 
precipitate a given color, have been modified by this author 
to provide for the existence of logic primitives which are 
embedded in sub-algebraic structures .. 
This is not to say that Piaget's foundations are dis-
puted entirely; merely that· if Piagetian theoretic models 
are to gain greater predictive and construct validity, great-
er effort must be made toward the logical axiomization of 
the models. Presently, they are not mathematically rich 
enough to allow the evolution of deyelopmental theories 
based upon other-than-normal human ontogenetic logics. 
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intelligence than its non-existence, the degree of commuta-
tivity in the logic primitives of a cognitive structure (in-
telligence) should be a con.structurally valid measure of 
evolution. 
One may then consider the dependence of commutativity 
upon evolution. It may be that the emergence o.f non-Abelian 
schema in certain humans may be the primitive differenti~­
tion of Homo sapiens into the next phase of speciation. Cer-
tainly, one must consider the poss~bili~y that speciation 
may first occur in mutation of the logic primitives of .human 
cognitive structure. 
Via the development of absolute measures of complex-
ity of Boolean structures, one may determine a criterion-
referent· measure of the complexity of a problem-to-be-
solved, provided that problem may be embedded (representa-
tion) within a logic structure. Via tne development of ab-
solute measures of problem-solving strategy, one may deter-
mine a criterion-referent measure of the optimality of prob-
lem-solving strategy completely independent of group norms. 
The power afforded by absolute measurement allows one to 
construct relativistic models of intelligence. 
One may then construct logic games of strategy, o·f 
known structural complexity, where inforrration is controlled, 
capable of play by one or more players. Such games would 







One could construct semantic logic puzzles of known 
structural complexity, whose semantic content may be varied 
to minimize cultural noise (culture-dependent artifact and 
contamination). 
One could construct artificial theorems embedded 
within equally artificial logics, of known structural com-
plexity, amenable to ontogenetic analysis of the process of 
logical "proof. " 
And one could also construct absolute measures to pro-
vide ontogenetic analysis of Piaget's c~assic experimental 
criterion for scientific hypothesis-testing, together with 
a more detailed ontogenetic analysis of the logic primitives 
of the simple predicate calculus than has been attempted in 
this dissertation. 
In brief summary, Piagetian measures of cognitive 
development would provide absolute,. i.e., ratio scale, cri-
terion-referent, measures of problem-solving strategy. The 
paradigm itself must be representable by-Boolean structure, 
so that an isomorphism may be established_ between the logic 
primitives of human cognitive structure and the Boolean 
structure representation of the Piagetian device. Via this 
assumed isomorphism, the complexity of the Boolean structure 
may be determined, and· the problem-solving strategy of the 
human cognitive structure may thence be "tracked" and meas-
ured for optimality. Admittedly, this :is but a rough sketch 
of an ambitious endeavor; however, i~ may prove of some 
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value to note the directions in which this research must 
1nevltably follow. 
The construction of a Piagetian criter~on-referent 
te~t, appropriately normed.for ontogenetic development in 
ehildllen, would prove of immeasurable aid in differentiating 
e~rtain learning-disabled children. This re·ason alone 
should provide sufficient incentive for further work in 
tn·is area. The development of criterion-referent, diagnos;.. 
tie problem-solving tests, approp~iately normed for onto-
genetic development of· cognitive structure, would differ-
entiate between retarded ontogenesis of the logic primitives, 
as opposed to compiler-interface dysfunctionl, which appears 
common to most learning disabili~ies. Usually the child is 
ot at least normal ontogenetic cognitive development; how-
ever, t·here is either perceptual (input) dysfunction or sen-
sory-motor (output) dysfunction, impairing the child'·s ca-
pability to communicate with the environment. It is common 
knowledge in Illinois' educational circles, that funds would 
be easily available for valid educational research promising 
such a differentiating device. 
Certainly, as rejection of the second primary research 
·1rrhe term compiler-interface d.ysfunetion is stipulated 
here to mean dysfunction at the hierarchal level of the cog-
nitive structure which is the boundary betw.een the internal 
representation of the logic primitives and their schema 
derivatives, which is essentially cognition; and the sen-
sory-motor inputs and outputs which provi,de channels for 
the "flow of information input and output. 
• 
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bypothesis 1 exhibited,.one cannot assume any statistically 
significant common loading of Raven's Progressive Matrices 
and the Logiktrak. Thus, each instrument appears to meas-
ure different perspectives of that elusive construct, in-
telligence. 
Curricular Design 
The affirmation of the first primary research hypoth-
esis2 has essentially two basic and immediate implications 
to curricular design: First, that curricula are ontogenetic-
dependent; and second, that human cognitive structure, as 
evinced through the ontogenetic evolution of logic primi-
tives in humans, does not ·approximate an asymptote3 at the 
onset of puberty, as postulated by Piaget4, but continues 
t.o develop, well into ·the third and fourth decade of life. 
If these results may be provisionally accepted pend-
[ 
~ ing further life-span research, then the following consid-
erations must be seriously entertained .. From the ontogenet-
lThe second primary research hypothesis is that for 
subjects of equivalent Piagetian ontogenesis, problem-
solving strategies become more optimal with increasing in-
telligence, as measured by Raven's Progressive Matrices. 
2The first primary research hypothesis is that prob-
lem-solving strategies become more optimal with increasing 
Piagetian ontogenesis. 
3The term asymptote is stipulated here to mean a con-
stant level, exhibiting no further ontogenetic evolution. 
4v. M. Bondarovskaya and M~ L. Smui•son, "Some Features 
of· the Development of Problem-Solving Strategies," Voprosy 
Psikhologii 19 (September 1973): 58-65.' 
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ic-dependence of curricula and the positive monotonic on-
togenesis of human cognitive structure, it follows that 
the educational timetable i~posed by Society is severely 
awry; students should be encouraged to attend universities 
and seats of higher learning, i~e., graduate .and profes-
sional schools, when they are older, and their eognitive 
structures have more greatly evolved, since they can then 
better take advantage of the precious opportunity, than in 
the post-pubescence period when cu~ricu~a are less effi-
ciently learned. 
Consider the example of medical education. Medical 
schools do not usually prefer to admit students who are 
beyond the age of about 26. Should the results of this 
dissertation be considered valid, it would appear that 
medical school admissions policies are logically specious. 
It also follows that curricula should be. sequenced, or-
ganized, and presented with respect "to logic structure 
rather than content. 
Since information bf a logic structure may be inte-
grated most optimally by logic primitives of a cognitive 
structure of slightly greater complexity, it immediately 
follows that adults can integrate structur~ more optimally 
than content; while younger children can integrate content 
more optimally than structure. With greater cognitive struc-
ture, the integration of logic structures becomes more op-
timal with inc~easingly greater logia structure 6f the in-
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formation-to-be-learned. 
Thus, more evolved cognitive structures integrate 
conceptual information more optimally.than elemental in-
formation. Curricula designed for adults should empha.size 
conceptual foundations, together with patterns (unifying 
principles) for embedding the more elemental information 
into an integrated matrix of concepts. Curricula designed 
for. adults must necessarily then emphasize structure; for 
the more highly evolved logic primitives of the adolescent's 
• or adult's cognitive structure cannot optimally integrate 
content which is devoid of structure. Younger children, 
not having such greatly evolved cognitive structures, cannot 
integrate the logic structures of curricula which are more 
complex (or of grea.ter intelligence) than their own. Thus 
curricula desi.gned for younger children must necessarily 
then emphasize content. 
Thus, for example, one would venture. to say that con-
trary to most educational research, aduits can learn a 
second language even more efficiently than a child can, 
provided the language curriculum is constructed with respect 
to its logic structure, i.e., syntax. Children learn by 
acquiring content, i.e., lexicon, since they cannot inte-
grate the logic. aspects of the new language.· 
Similarly, to provide further example, curriculum in 
the life-sciences can most optimally be ~ntegrated by pro-
·viding advance organizers at various hierarchal levels of 
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complexity to structure the. information into . "hypertexts of 
progressively deeper" material. The recently revised Bri-
tannica 3 is vaguely structured upon such a design. 1 Bri-
tannica 3 is partitioned in~o three levels of complexity: 
propaedia--outline of knowledge, micropaedia--basic knowledge 
and macropaedia-knowledge in depth. Unfortunately, the vast 
preponderance of curricula in the life-sciences emphasizes 
content, instead of structure. The absence of a continuous, 
underlying connecting logic is often readily apparent. Al-
though no self-respecting life-science curriculum would dare 
omit discussion of the scientific method of hypothesis-test-
ing (the very kernel of Piaget's work), few curricula are 
structured to present their contents in such a fashion that 
all information-to-be-integrated is analyzed via the sci-
entific method of hypothesis-testing. 
A particularly observable example of this hypocrisy 
may be ·found in the study of anatomy. Anatomy may be viewed 
from either a comparative or developmental perspective, or 
a combination of the two. 
Now, since the morphology of an anatomical structure 
has, over the course of ages, evolved to its present state 
·because that particular morphology was .best suited to the 
behavior of that particular taxon, it follows that compara-
1 F. S. Pierce, "Launching the New Britannica," The 
Chicago Guide, March 1974, pp. 100~105. 
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tive and developmental anatomy might comply with the sci-
entific method of hypothesis-testing by analyzing why the 
particular anatomicdl structures possess the morphology 
which they do, and what morphological changes might be ex-
pected to occur if the effect of certain evolutionary vari-
ables were to be conside~ed. 
Such an educational attack would probably require 
the development of Monte Carlo simulators of biological 
processes, so that different evolutionary trajectories 
could be accelerated, say_about lOil ~f~ld, or at the rate 
·of one million years per minute (elapsed real-time). Thus, 
the process of evolution of a·morphologic structure and 
its attendent behavior could be simulated on a computer's 
CRT (Cathode Ray Tube or "TV Screen") so that one could 
·experiment with the evolutionary process by manipulating 
the underlying variables and obserying the resulting changes. 
Such a "simu-iab" (simulation laboratory) \'lould provide for 
experimentation and discovery learning by allowing the stu-
dent to actually see ~Why .. ?" and "What if •. ?" 
The emphasis of a curriculum structured upon the ten-
. ets of the scientific method of hypothesis-testing must 
necessarily be upon the twin preludes to Discovery--"Wh~ ?" 
and "What if . • ?" It is no mere accident that as the pro-
portion of a teacher's questions increase from "What (predi-
cate) • • ? " up through "Why . • ? " to "What if . . ? , " the 




Recently, in medical science education i~ particular, 
an attempt has been made to construct cr1terion-referent 
diagnostic problem-solving tests of student educational 
progress. 2 Since diagnostic problem-solving requires a 
cognitive synthesis of integrated information, such tests 
may ultimately-prove, in the long run, to be the most valid 
indicators of learning~ Unfortunately, presently they ap-
pear to be quite primitive. 
In addition, the focus of these tests has primarily 
been upon patient-management. That is, the student may or 
may not be given the previous medical history of a patient, 
then the student is required to properly diagnose an exist-
ing symptomology of that patient, and .decide the appropriate 
strategy of patient-management for the patient. 
Anthropomorphic computerized simulators have recent-
ly been under development to provide both .a plethora of 
variables for diagnosis, and realistic medical environment 
for diagnosis. 3 
Admittedly, embedding a problem in medical diagnosis 
1Harvey Jack Schiller, i'On the Kinds of Questions Kinds 
of Teachers Ask," (Notes in Education.] Chicago, Illinois, 
1974. 
2c. H. rllcGuire and F. H. Wezeman, Use of Simulation 
in Instruction and Evaluation in Medicine (World Health Or-
ganization Report 74.171). 
. 
3u. S., Dep~rtment of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Research and Development: Advances i·n Education, 1968. 
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within a logic structure so that the techniques developed 
in this dissertation may be applied, may not be.possible 
at this stage in the evolution of the Theory. The embedd-
ment process is clearly the crux of the lvhole matter. It 
does appear thou~~, that all problems in medical diagnosis 
may ultimately be reduced, mathematically, to a multistage 
decision algorism--or super-flo-graph. The graph itself, 
.. 
however, does possess an inherent logic structure; and is 
therefore mathematically tractable. to analysis. The struc-
tural complexity of the graph,-together with the optimality 
of any solution strategy of the diagnostic problem repre-
sented by the graph, may then be determined. 
What has been sketched out· for the reader is an exis-
tence proof of a particular curricular design (a solution 
strategy) for medical science education (a problem-to-be-
solved). It is the most urgent suggestion of this author, 
that medical science education seriously consider the op-
timality of this approach. The development of such a medi-
cal science curriculum could not be immediate; but it can 
never be accomplished if it is not soon begun. 
Some final thoughts concerning the direction of future 
· Piagetian impact upon curricular development are in order. 
Although the Piagetian model has been the object of an exact-
ing mathematical critique in this work, its viability should 
not be derided. It is a profound synthesis of singular 
thought concerning the evolution of intelligence. It is a 
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fecund theory generating much debate, as evidenced by the 
~ecent contrasting articles of Steiner1 , who argues that 
cognitive structure really does exist; and Phillips and 
Kelly2, who attempt to debunk the _Piagetian concept of on-
togenetic evolution of cognitive structure. Certainly, as 
this dissertation has endeavored to show, the ontogenesis 
of intelligence in man is directly manifested in the in-
creasing structural complexity of the evolving logic primi-
tives. Ideally, one would expect that if curricula could 
• be structured upon the concept of hypot~esis-testing, the 
knowledge of the structural complexity of the student's 
logic primitives would enable curricula to be modified so 
that Education could really provide individualized instruc-
tion in the purest sense of the word. 
Summary 
The first research hypothesis was affirmed, namely, 
that problem-solving strategies become more optimal.with 
increasing Piagetian ontogenesis. 
The second research hypothesis was not affirmed, 
namely, no statistical proof was exhibited that for subjects 
of equivalent Piagetian ontogenesis, problem-solving strat-
1Gerhard Steiner, "On the Psychological Reality.of 
Cognitive Structures," Child Development 45 (December 1974): 
891-900. 
2D. C. Phillips and Mavis E. Kelly, "Hierarchal Theories 
of-Development in Education and Psychology," Harvard Educa-
tional Review 45 (August 1975): 351-375. 
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egies become more optimal with increasing intelligence, as 
measured by Raven's Progressive Matrices. 
The affirmation of the first primary research hypoth-
esis has essentially two basic and immediate implications 
to curricular design: first, that curricula are ontogenetic-
dependent; and second, that human cognitive structure, as 
evinced through the ontogeneti~ evolution of logic primi-
tives in humans, does not approximate an asymptote at puber-
ty, as predicted by Piaget. Among the rr.any and varied ap-
• plications of this research are: the construction of Pia-
getian measures of intelligence. 
The applications of this research rr.ay be subsumed 
under a Theory of Relativistic Intelligence. The theory 
provides for absolute_measures ·of the ·complexity of prob-
lems-to-be-sol·ved which can be embedded within a Boolean 
structure. The theory also provides for absolute measures 
of the optimality of problem-solving strat-egies. Such func-
tions are readily extendable to providing absolute measures 
of the complexity of g~mes, both probabilistic and deter-
ministic; and absolute measures of. the optimality of the 
solution strategies to those games. Piagetian measures of 
hypothesis-testing behavior may thus be embedded within al~ 
gebraic structures, turned into games of logic, and used as 
differentiating devices to measure intelligence. These 
Piagetian measures would necessarily then, provide absolute 
measurement of the complexity of the .prqblem representation 
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together with absolute measurement of the optimality of the 
solution strategy used. 
The application of the theory may be extended to pure .:--
Mathematics in a straight-forvrard _fashion; in particular, 
to the areas of the complexity of Boolean structures, the 
optimality of solution strategies in game theory, and prob-
abilistic analyses of multi-valued logics. 
The proof of existence of a relativistic model of in-
telligence implies that one may construct a pan-taxonomic 
• scale of intelligence based upon Piaget~an measures. The 
behavior of the logic primitives with respect to the phylo-
genetic spectrum of-evolution may then provide a measure 
of evolutionary distance. 
In order. to gai~ a more "inclusive" perspective of 
the phylogenetic evolution of intelligence, and more par-
ticularly, the logic primitives, it· is suggested that grad-
uate programs concerned with the human behavioral sciences 
also include extensive study of comparative and dev~lopmental 
ethology, since human ~ehavior can best b~ understood in 
the context of the primitive proto-behaviors in lower life-
forms from which human behaviors were derived. 
Secondary research hypotheses concomitantly validated 
during the experiment' indicated that the sequence of on-
togenetic evolution of t~e logic primitives in humans may 
be predicted by the monotonic increase in the measure of 
complexity of the isomorph represent+ng each logic primitive. 
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The order of emergence of the logic primitives is seen to 
be: existence ( 3 ) , negation (I), conjunction ( 1\), dis-
junction (V), condition(~), and bicondition (~). 
The observation is also made that Piaget mistakenly 
assumed ·an Abelian o·r co:nmutati ve structure to describe the 
logic used by young children. In fact, non-Abelian logics 
appear to predominate in yo~~g children. The assumption of 
Abelian structure also precludes the existence of learning 
behaviors in automata. 
The development of the t.heory also admits the con-
struction of semantic logic puzzles, Logiktrak II, which 
appear to entirely eliminate t:!:le experimental noise con-
taminating the resolution in meas-uring individual differ-
ences; the construction of measurable artificial logics via 
which one may study the process of proof; and the construe-
tion of Piagetian measures represented by other algebraic 
structures to study the process of hypothesis-testing in tne 
ontogenetic evolution of the scientific method of enquiry 
in humans. It is suggested that such mea5ures may be a 
valuable differentiating device in the diagnosis of certain 
learning disabilities. 
. 
In view of the evidence exhibited tlna.t the ontogenet.ic 
evolution of the ·logic primitives does not appear to asymp-
tote out at puberty, it would appear that the educational 
timetable imposed by society is suboptimal. Information can 
be more optimally integrated by human cogmttive structures 
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at later age than the post-pubescence period now voguishly 
misappropriated. 
Also in corollary to the finding that curricula are 
ontogenetic-dependent, it would appear that curricula should 
,, 
be designed to emphasize conceptual as opposed to elemental 
information in order to be optimally integrated. into the 
more developed cognitive structure of adults. The example 
of biological sciences curricula is cited; where minimal 
appeal is made to a hypothesis-testing hypertextual approach. 
. . 
The bulk of the information is structured elementally rather 
·than conceptually, and rarely is the positive evolutionary 
advantage of the evolving morphological or behavioral struc-
ture discussed. It is suggested that simu-labs be construct-
ed to provide simulation of the evolutionary process in a 
laboratory environment. 
Finally, it is proposed that.the technology developed 
. 
in this research, be applied to the further development of 




The purpose of this experiment was to construct a 
model of cognitive structure in which the behavior of the 
logic primitives could be embedded, and to formulate a 
representation of that model which could be empirically 
tested. 
Construction and Representation of the Model 
In order to faci~itate the construction of the model, 
the existence of a certain algebraic structure was postulated. 
By defining an equivalence relation over this structure, the 
set of all subsets generated by combinatorically varying 
the contents of this algebraic structure, was partitioned 
into isomorphs or supersets, each of which then contains 
structurally equivalent articepts or subsets. 
The representation of the model is in the form of 
logic problems-to-be-solved. The model admits for the ab 
solute measure of the structural complexity of problems-to-
be-solved, and the absolute measure of the optimality or the 
subject's problem-solving strategies. In this way, the 
"track of the subject's logic-" may be· analyzed. 
The Logiktrak is generically quite similar to the 
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popular Parker Bothers game, Clue--but without the dice. 
The solution to the "Whodunit?" is in the form of articepts 
or artificial concepts comprised of canonical Boolean forms. 
The binary dimensions used in the_Logiktrak are color, form, 
and size; as opposed to Who? (the murderer), Where? (the 
scene of the crime), and How? (the murder weapon) in Clue. 
In view of the rich alge~raic structure provided by 
the Logiktrak, certain problems-to-solve are more complex 
than others. The various equivalence classes of problems-
• to-solve are termed isomorphs. And the_cornplexity of iso-
morphs varies from isomorph to isomorph. In order to de-
velop an absolute scale of· complexity for the various iso-
morphs, mathematical functions which provide absolute rneas-
ure. of the structural_ complexity of isomorphs, were con-
structed. Absolute, criterion-referent measurement of corn-
plexity is a significant advance upon the usual relative, 
norm-referent measurement of complexity. 
Analysis reveals that Piaget's work in the ontogenetic 
evolution of the scientific method of hypothesis-testing in 
human logic may quite succinctly be represented by the al-
. 1 
gebraic structure of space 2 2 ;. and that the sequence of 
ontogenetic emergence of the logic primitives in humans may 
be predicted by the measures of structural complexity de-
rived for this work. 
After constructing a representation of the model, and 
deriving absolute measures of the str.uc~ural complexity of 
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the problems-to~be-solved, absolute measures of _the opti-
mality of problem-solving strategies necessarily had to be 
developed. This WLS in response to the necessity of pro-
viding a differentiating device which allows one to analyze 
the "track of a subject's logic" rather than only its re-
sultant conclusions. 
Method 
There are two primary ·research hypotheses: first, 
that problem-solving strategies be.come more optimal 1:dth in-
creasing Piagetian ontoge_hesis, as meas-ured by school grade 
level; and second, that for subjects of equivalent Piagetian 
ontogenesis, as measur~d by s_chool grade level, problem-:-
solving strategi~s become more optimal with increasing in-
telligence as measured by Raven's Progressive Matrices. 
The design ~f the Logiktrak, the experimental para-
digm used, consisted of a set of miniature replicas .of the 
elements of articept space 13 , to~ether with an a~company­
ing set of logic problems-to-be-solved, conveniently in-
scribed upon cards. 
The Logiktrak had first been pre-tested in order to 
ensure the reliability of the instrument. 
A narrow st~ata subject sampling' sc.heme was used.· Al1 
subjects were selected from one socioeconomic strata. Since 
the study l"las developmental, there were six strata used, 
ranging from pre-school through adult, each strata contain-
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1ng between 18 and 24 subjects. 
All subjects were first pre-tested to ensure they 
could count to eight, dist~nguish black from white, pyra-
mid from cube; and large from small. This m+ni-qualifying 
test ensured the absence of experimental noi~e. Success-
ful subjects were then administered the appropr.iate form of 
the Raven's Progressive Matrices, and ·within two weeks t~me, 
the Logiktrak. The administration of the Logiktrak entailed 
a series of "Whodunit?" logic problems-to-be-solved, which 
the subject solved by generating "clues" to which the ~d-
·ministrator provided the correct answers. 
Logic problems-to-be-solved in the form of articepts 
were randomly generated from isomorphs of given complexity. 
The order of presentation of isomorphs within a given dimen-
sional space was likewise randomly determined. The articept 
spaces used to generate the isomorphs, were sequentially, 
21, , ? 12 213 · , L- , • Subjects were al"lowed free use of pencil 
and paper to minimtze memory-induced noise; and no temporal 
constraints were imposed to minimize temporal-induced noise. 
A Logiktrak Administration·Manual was designed to facili-
tate the administration of the Logiktrak. 
In order to accomodate the problem generated by miss-
ing data, and distribution uncertainty·, a new statistical 
procedure was developed. The first research hypothesis was 
examined via a new parity test; and the second research hy-
pothesis was examined via Spearman's f 
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Results and·Implications 
The first research hypothesis was affirmed, namely, 
that problem-solving strategies become more optimal with 
increasing Piagetian ontogenesis. 
The second research hypothesis was no~· affirmed, 
namely, no statistical proof was exhibited that for sub-
j~cts of equivalent Piagetian ontoge~esis, problem-solving 
strategies become more optimal with increasing intelligence, 
as measured by Raven's progressive Matrices. 
The affirmation of the first primary null hypothesis 
has essentially two basic and immediate implications to 
curricular design: first,.that curricula are ontogenetic-
dependent; and second, that human cognitive structure, as 
evinced through the ontogenetic evolution of logic primi-
tives in humans, does not approximate an asymptote at puber-
t~, as predicted by Piaget. Among the many and varied ap-
plications of this research are: the construction -~f Pia-
getian measures of intelligence. 
The applications of this research may be subsumed un-
der a Theory'of Relativistic Intelligence. The theory pro-
vides for absolute measures of the co~plexity of problems-
to-be~solved which can be embedded within a Boolean struc-· 
ture. The theory also provides ·for absolute measures of the 
optimali~y of problem-solv~ng strategies. Such functions 
are .readily extendable to providing absolute measures of the 
• 
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complexity of games, both probabilistic and deterministic; 
and absolute·measures of the optimality of the solution 
strategies to those games. Piagetian measures of hypothesis-
testing behavior may thus be embedded within algebraic· struc-
tures, turned into games of logic, and used as differentiat-
ing devices to measure intelligence. These Piagetian meas-
ures would necessarily then, provide absolute measurement 
of ~he _complexity of the problem representation together 
with absolute measurement of the optimality of the solution 
strategy used . 
The application of the theory may be extended to pure 
Mathematics in a str~ight-forward fashion; in paTticular, to 
the areas of the complexity of Boolean structures, the op-
timality of solution strategies in game theory, and proba-
bilistic analy~es of multi-valued logics. 
The proof of existence of a relativistic model of in-
telligence implies that one may construct a pan-taxonomic 
scale of intelligence based upon Piageti·an measures.- The 
behavior of the logic primitives with respect to the phylo-
genetic spectrum of evolution may then provide a measure of 
evolutionary d~siance. 
In order to gain a more i'inclusive" perspective of the 
phylogenetic evolution of intelligence, and more particularly, 
the logic primitives, it is suggested that graduate programs 
concerned with the human behavioral sciences also include 
extensive study of comparative and developmental ethology, 
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since human behavior can best be understood ln the context 
of the primitive proto-behaviors in lower life-forms from 
which human behaviors were derived. 
Secondary research hypotheses concomitantly validated 
during the experiment, indicated that the sequence of onto-
genetic evolution of the logic primitives in humans may be 
predicted by the monotonic increase in the measure of com-
plexity of the isomorph representing each logic primitive. 
The order of emergence of the logic primitives is seen to be: 
existence ( 3), negation (I),. conjunction ( 1\), disjunction 
( V), condition (~), and bicondition (~). 
The observation is also made that Piaget mistakenly 
assumed an Abelian or commutative structure to describe the 
logic used by young children. In fact, non-Abelian logics 
appear to pre-dominate in young children. The assumption of 
Abelian structure also precludes the existence of learning 
behaviors in automata. 
The development of the theory also admits the construc-
tion of semantic logic puzzles, Logiktrak II, which appear 
to entire,ly eliminate the experimental noise contaminating 
the resolution in measuring individual differences; the con-
struction of measurable artificial logics via which one may 
study the process of proof; and the·construction of Piagetian 
measures represented by other algebraic structures to .study 
. 
the process of hypothesis-testing in the ontogenetic evolu-
tion of the scientific methodof enquiry in humans. It is 
' . 
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suggested that such. measures may be a valuable differentiat-
ing device in the diagnosis of certain learning disabilities. 
In· view of the evidence exhibited that the ontoge-
netic evolution of the logic prim~tives does not appear to 
asymptote out at puberty, it would appear that the educa-
tional timetable imposed by society is suboptimal. Infor-
mation can be more optimally integrated by human cognitive 
str-uctures at later age than the post-pubescence period now 
voguishly misappropriated. 
/ 
Also in corollary to the finding ~hat curricula are 
ontogenetic-dependent, it would appear that curricula should 
be designed to emphasize conceptual as opposed to elemental· 
information in order to be optimally integrated into the more 
devel.oped cogn;l.tive· structure of adult·s. The example of 
biological sci€nces curricula is cited, where minimal appeal 
is made to a hypothesis-testing hypertextual approach. The 
bulk of the information is structured elementally rather than 
conceptually, and rarely is the positive evolutionary advan-
tage of the evolving morphological or beh~vioral structure 
discussed. It is suggested that simu-labs be constructed 
to provide simulation of the evqlutionary process in a labora-
tory environment. 
Finally, it is proposed that the technology developed 
in this research, be applied to the further development of 
measures of diagnostic problem-solving in ~edical education. 
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Overview of Dissertation/Harv. Schiller 
Developmental analysis of question-asking strategies in .concept-
learning: Implications to Piagetian genetic epistemology 
It is my hypothesis that the question-asking strategies of child-
ren, in the learning of concepts, are peculiar to their respecti?e 
Piagetian stages of cognitive development. 
Ho~efully, this study will show that there -exists a nat~ral 
hierarchy of question-asking .strategies in concept-learning, a~~ 
that this hierarchy is developmen~al in nature, being derivab~e 
from the concepts of Piagetian genetic epistemology; and is in-
timately dependent up,on the structure of the concepts-to-be-
learned. 
This is accomplisped via validation of the ·following two primary 
hypotheses: first, that for concepts of a given compl~xity, 
question-asking strategies become more optimal with greater 
Piagetian developmental stages; and second, for subjects of a 
given Piagetian developmental stage, question-asking strategies 
become more optimal with greater intelligence as measured by 
Raven's Progressive Matrices. The question-asking paradigm itself, 
·•. 4 
is generically similar to that of the well-known game of "Twenty 
Questions". 
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Synopsis for Educators 
1 
since this is primarily a developmental study, a broad spectru;:l 



























All subjects should be selected from the same socioeconomic 
stratum, preferably, all subjects would be residents of a given 
north suburban area. 
The study would require about ~~hour 4 of t~e subject's time on 
each of 2 occasions, or about 2 hours altogether. 
·The first portion of the study will consist of developi~g rapport 
With the students, checking potential subjects out.on a quick 
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qualifying quiz (which takes about 30 seconds), and then adminis-
tering the appropriate form of the Raven's Progressive Matrices--
a highly reliable, nonverbal, acultural measure of cognitive de-
velopment. Apparently, it occupies the same niche in the British 
~pire which the Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler occupy here in 
the States. 

































































trices is usually 
administered indi-
vidually, exqept 
that most children 
from age 8 up can 
take the test in 
small groups; 
range: age~ 5-11 










· fhC second portion. of the study consists of administering the 
cognitive Development Paradigm (CDP), an instrument which was 
designed to measure cognitive development as it is reflected. in 
the evolution of logic operators. The subject is administered a 
series of 'logic puzzles' which he or she must then solve by 
posing questions, which are then truthfully answered by the test 
. ' 
administrator. Some very sophisticated mathematics have gone into 
the development of processes for constructing criterion-referenced 
'logic puzzles', and for measuring the optimality of question-
asking strategies. 
The 'logic puzzles' t~emselves are really artificial concepts 
. (articepts) which the subject must discover by constructing his 
or her own 'clews' to solve the 'mystery'. In this perspective, 
in pretesting exercises, the COP has been viewed as a game rather 
than as a test. The CDP has also exhibited great stability (re-
liability) so interproblem learning does not seem to be a contam-
inant. 
The time required to administer a CDP varies with the sampling 
level and the individual subject. A rough schedule is as 
follows: 
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sampling approximate time 
level grade range 
Kindergarten K 20-30 minutes 
Primary 1-2-3 30-40 minutes 
Intermediate 4-5-6 40-50 minutes 
Junior High 7-8 50-60 minutes 
High -9-10-11-12 60-70 minutes 
Adult ------ 70-80 minutes 
The COP should be admini~tered within 2 weeks of the date of 
administration of the Raven's1 and small, quiet rooms would be 
neccss·ary ·for the testing procedure. 
All data collected during this study would of course be consid-
e.red confidential; and the results of this stu¢ly, together with 
5 
whatever educational consulting problems in·the area of-cognitive 
development you may wish to pursue, will gladly be provided. 
It should be impressed that this is not an affective study, but 
rather a cognitive study. The greatest care and effort will be 
taken to ensure that a compassi~nate fnd thoroughly competent 
Presence is at all times maintained. I will comply with whatever 
constraints and rules you and your staff dir~ct, the sole proviso 




should any question or reservation arise concerning my competence 
or integrity, the following professors at Loyola University 'tlill 
gladlY provide particulars: 
Name 
Dr. Anne Juhasz 
Dr· Jack Kavanagh 
F Richard Vande Velde r. 
Dr. Rosemary V. Donnatelli 
Dr: Ronald Morgan 
Dr• Jeanne Foley 
Dr. Joy Rogers 
Prof. ·Leon Chestang 




Educational Foundations (Chairwoman) 
Educational Foundations 
Clinical Psychology (Associate 
Dean of the Graduate .School) 
Educational Foundations 
School of Social Service Adminis-
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LOYOLA UNIVER.SITY OF CHICAGO 
SCHOOL OP' ltOUCATION 
~o "fuom It May Concern: 
Harvey Jack SchiHer is a graduate stud('n.:t in the School or Lducation 
at Loyola Ul:i.versity. I am his gr~.duate advisor, a.nd the suoervisor ori 
his doctoral dissertation. In order to p::-oce~d with his study, he will. 
require feedback from ch~dren, which will be used to clarify the · 
ills~ructions ror a block-sorting task. 
Since the ~er.aission ~r both t~e cooperatL1g institution and the child's 
par"mt 1'lill ~robably be required, any questions or reservations 1\'hic.l-t 
tou rray have concerning Harvey's competence and integrity sheuld be 
·directed to me. 




-Department of Foundations 
School o! Education 
Loyola ~~iver3ity 
620 North ~ichig~ Ave. 

































•• ••'··•• • .,..,.,,~,_, .. _ .......... ~ ... ·, •. ,~ ;.~~ ..... N·3.:lt~...,.. .._," 
Dear Parent, 
We are affording Loyola University nn opportunity to conduct 
certain educational resea~ch activities at "Deborah. 
Your child's participation ~s requested in·order to provide 
info~tion which will be used to cla~ify the·inotructions 
·.for a toy-sorting game. About l/2 hour-1 hour of ~1e child's 
time would be required •. 
If you vould allow your child to participate in this project, 
would you please flll out the remainder of thio eheet and 
have it returned to Debor~. If you should have any questions, 




SUpervisor of Childrens • Programs 













. GLENVIEW PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
JOHN H. SPRINGMAN SCHOOL 
• 2701 CENTRAL ROAD 
GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS 60025 
Wayne W. Buchholz, Principal (312) 724·7000 
.. 
Dear 
Mr· Harvey Schiller of Loyo1.a University will be condl.lcting research c:~,t. 
our school into sone of the educationa·i implications of the developmental 
theories of Jean Piaget. 
We· are requesting your permission to allow ·.your child '.s participation in 
a·.research study that t-~ill provide information which, wiil be used in a 
de•1eloprnental analysis of question-asking strategies in the solution of 
-~logic puzzles'. Participation would it:lclude a series of two one-hour 
sessions. The first session entails discovering 'patterns', and the 
, . second entails solving 'logic;: puzzles'. 
I 
·• I 
Because modern educators are focusing increasingly upon the child's 
reasoning processes during problen-solving activities, rather than upon 
the answer itself; studies such as this one may help us in our efforts to 
provide the best possible education for your child. The direct educational 
irn;>lic~tions of this s-tudy may p-rovide both new perspectives on curricular 
design for early childhood·education and·the diagnosis of certain learning 
disabilities; while the indirect educational implications of this study 
may prov~de new perspectives on the·evolution of intelligence • 
. . Altoget~er, about two hours of your child's time would be required. The 
study would be conducted during school hours; and each child would meet with 
Mr. Schiller on an individual basis, sometime between the middle of Octob~r 
and the middle of Dece~er. It is understood that all data will be held 
confidential; and upon conclusion of the study, the educational implications 
will be made a~ailable to the school, and to interested parties upon request. 
If you would nll0\-1 your child to participate in this study, please fill 
out the attached form .and return it in the enclosed self-addressed em·elop;. 
If you should have any questions, please call school at 724~7000 (ask for 
Springroan-School), or nr. Harvey_ Schiller at 539-6974. 
Thank you! 




Dear Dr. auchholz, 
My son/daughter, ------..-.----~---------------------• has roy permission to 
(child's n.:1roe) 
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GLENVIEW PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
-Richard W. Clifford, Principal 
Dear 
RUGEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
901 SHERMER ROAD 
GLENVIEW, 11;-LINOIS 60025 
(312) 724-7000 
. . 
l·1r. Harvey Schiller of Loyola University \"rill be conducting 
-research at our school into some of the educational implications 
of the developmental theories of Jean Piaget. 
We are requesting your permission to allow your child's partie~ 
. -ipation in a research study that. \"Till provide information· 
which will be used in a developmental analysis of question-
-asking strategies in the solution of 'logic puzzles'. 
Participation would include a series of two one-hour sessions. 
The first session entails discovering rpatterns', and the 
s_econd entails solving 'logi_c puzzles'. 
Because modern educators are focusing increasingly upon the 
child's reasoning processes ·during problem-solving activities, 
rather than upon the ans't'rer itself; studies such as this one 
may help us in· our efforts to provide the best possible educa-
-tion for your child. The direct educational implications of 
this study nay provide both new oerspectives on curricular 
design for early childhood education and the diagnosis of 
certain learni.rig disabilities; l·rhile the indirect educational 
implications of this study may provide new perspectives on the 
evolution of intelligence. ' 
Altogether, about· tl·ro hours of your child's time l·rould be 
required. The study would be conducted during school hours; 
and each child l·rould neet with I!r. Schiller on an individual 
basis, some tine bet ... reen the middle of October and the n:!.ddle 
· of Decer.1ber. It is understood that all data l-rill be held confident-
-ial; and u~on conclusion of the study~ the educational implica-
-tions will be nade available to the school, and to interested 
parties up~n request. · 
If you· \·rould allol-r your child_ to participate in this study, 
please fill out the attached for~ a~d return it to your child's 
teacher. If you should have an:r questions, please call ?.ur:en 
School at 724-70'JO (asl~ for Rugen ~chool)_, or Iir. :~arvey Sc_hi-ller 
at 539-6974. 
Th~nk you! 
, ; ~ . ,_. 17'- rf . 
. . . • ... '-,:t·u .\ v .... h-,t..<..-
. ;: 
~?.!-:. Jl,ndre~i Principal 
il . 
~ ... :.-:-L'n ~~hool 
' 







Dear Mr. Andre, 
My son/dauehtor, _ ----,-=-~~---r-----' has rrry permiSsion (c~ild 1 s name) 
















School District No. 31 
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October 18, 1974 
Dear .Parents: 
. 
Please be informed that District 31 has agreed to cooperate 
in a study conducted by·Loyola University related to the educational 
implications of the developmental theories of Jean Piaget. The 
research project will be directed by Mr. Harvey Schiller, a 
doctoral candidate. 
The study will oe conducted during school hours and involve 
a total of 20 children from grades 4, 5, and 6, and 20 children 
~rom grades 7 ·and 8.. The students will be randomly selected and 
meet with Mr~ Schiller for a maximum of two hours over a period 
of .two _and· one-half months. The children will be involved in 
discovering patterns and solving logic puzzles. 
... :·· 
It should be understood that children participating.in the 
study wil~ not be identified in any way and that individual re-
sppn~es will be held in strict confidence. The completed study 
will be available to the district. 
Questions related to the study should be directed to Mr. Harvey 
Schiller at 539':"'6974 •. 
. If you would prefer . that your child NOT participate in the 
study, please call the Administration Office at 272-6880 by 
·Thursday, October 23. 
Sincerely, 
A4-f.~ 





















CROW IS'LAND SCHOOL 
WINNETKA, ILLINOIS 
Rovembe~ 20, 1974 
Dear Parents:· 
I vant you to knov that Cr<X1 Island School has agreed to cooperate in 
a research study conducted by Loyola University rel~~ed to the educational 
lmpUctlt1'ln9 of the ~evelo~mentlll theories of .Jean Pl~get. 'lhe rest!arch 
project vlll be directed by Mr. Harvey Schiller, a doctoral canrlid4te at 
Loyola ljjntversity. Dr. Lola May, out' DIQth conaultant, vill be work!.ng with 
Kr. Schiller. 
!be study will be conducted during school hours and involve a total of 
twenty children from Mrs. StephenQon's 2nd Grade and ~sa Hedges Sen1or 
Xin~ergarten claan. The students will be·randomly select~d and will meet 
1dth Mfi'. Schiller for a maximum of t-w hours over a period of t:\70 and one-half 
months. tbe children ~~11 be involved in discovering patt~rns and solving 
logic puulea. 
It should be •1nderatood th:~t ehUdren partidpating in the study vUl 
not be idantlfted in any way and that individuel responses vill be held in 
atrict confidence •. the coapleted .study vill be available to th~ dictriet. 
Questions about· the study should be directed to me. 
If you vould prefer that your. child !2!, participate in the study, 
please ull me at C:rov Ishnd (446 ... 0353) no later than Monday, Novembar 
25th. 
tbaDk you for your help • 
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HARVEY JACK SCHILLER 





The Logiktrak is simple elegance incarnate. It is 
a simple test to give, and yet it is constr~cted upon an 
elegant conceptual foundation. 
It should be born in mind by t~e prospective ex-
perimentor (E) that any subject (S) to whom the Logiktrak 
is given, should be treated according to the highest 
standards of professional ethics and human compassion. 
No part of the Logiktrak may be administered or 
made use of without prior consent of Harvey Jack Schiller. 
The Logiktrak is administered individually, and 
since it is not a test of fixed length, but rather a para-
digm, the time of administration depends wholly upon the 
age of the subject and the number and complexity of the 
problems which t~e subject is required to solve. 
MATERIAL NEEDED 
Kit of Toys 
Pencil 
Paper 
(Optional a Z·OT/NOTZOT partition) 
CONDITIONS 
The room where the Logiktrak is given should be 
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quiet, well-lit and well-ventilated. Care should also be 
taken that E and S are not disturbed during the testing 
period. 
E should maintain a friendly disposition to S a~ all 
times. An aura of warmth will encourage S to treat the 
Logiktrak as a game and hence promote far better perform-
ance that staiQ neutrality on E's part. 
QUALIFYING MINI-QUIZ FOR LOGIKTRAK 
Before S is allowed to take the Logiktrak, S must 
• first be able to a 
1. Count to eight, 
2. Distinguish between black and white toys, 
3. Distinguish between tetrahedrons and cubes and 
4. Distinguish between large and small toys. 
Any S who cannot pass this qualifying mini-quiz, 
should not be given the Logiktrak. 
PROCEDURE 
The design used in the dissertation-is flow-charted 
on the next page. 
' 
I?AIV/)tJMI..Y R.AND"i-'1iSt: ~ · 1 
---------
n=t ~ GENeRATE 
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As one may see .by referring to the computer print-
out in the Appendix, those articepts (artificial concepts) 
of equivalent complexity are grouped together into the 
1 
same isomorph. The universe 2 comprised of all possible 
articepts is thus pa~titioned into isomorphs or equiva-
lence classes of articepts. Since any articept may be 
described by its colour (black or white), form (tetrahedron 
or. cube) and size (large or small), by choosing a uni-
verse 1 where all of the toys have either two, one or none 
constant dimension n=l, n=2 or n=J. For example, if n=l, 
a possible universe 1 would be.· 
1 = { il.lLl} 
(note that colour (white) and size (large) are the two 
constant dimensions in 1 ). 
The isomorphs would then bea 
ISO 1 = f <p, 1} , ISO 2. = { ~ , trJ} 




·The first t~ing one must know in order to play any 
game is the rules. In the case of giving the Logiktrak, 
the ascertainment by E that- S understands the rules and 
obje~tives of the.game is of the utmost importancea be-
155 
cause one must be certain, especially in the case of young 
children, that s•s performance is not predetermined by a 
poor conceptualization of the game, but rather is reflec-
tive of s•s true cognitive development. Even so, the . 
possibility of experimental artifa.ct must loom as a source 
of contamination; 
The following standardized text should be adhered 
to, except in cases of.vocabulary more appropriate to s•s 
level of abstraction. 
See these eight toys? There are lots of ways we could 
separate all these toys into two piies. Like this ••• 
(illustrate). So that these toys are in this pile, 
and those toys are in that pile, or like th~s ••• (il-
lustrate by consecutively moving toys from one pile to 
the other). · 
Now if we wanted to tell all the toys in this pile a-
.part from all the toys in that pile, we could give all 
the toys in this pile one name, and all the toys in 
the other ·pile a different name (illustrate). Let•s 
call all the toys ~n th1s pile ZOTS, and let's call all 
the toys in the other pile NOTZOTS--because they're not 
ZOTS (illustrate): Then maybe these toys are ZOTS, and 
those toys are NOTZOTS (illustrate), ~maybe these 
toys are ZOTS and those toys are NOTZOTS (illustrate by 
consecutively moving toys from one pile to the othe~), 
.Q!: ••• 
Now every toy that ·is not in the ZOT pile has got to be 
in the NOTZOT pile (illustrate) r and every toy that is 
not in the NOTZOT pile has got to be in the ZOT pile 
(illustrate). Every toy that is not a ZOT is a NOTZOT 
(illustrate); and every toy that is not a NOTZOT is a 
ZOT (illustrate). Every toy must either be in one pile 
or the other. Every toy is either a ZOT. or a NOTZOT. 
Now I know what is in the ZOT pile and in the NOTZOT 
pile-but you don•t: I know what ZOTS are and what 
NOTZOTS are but you don't. What you have to do is 
figure out which toys are in the ZQT. pile and which 
toys are in the NOTZOT pile.· You have to figure out 
which toys are ZOTS and which toys are NOTZOTS. 
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Now you can figure out the answer to this puzzle by 
asking me questions just like a detective. You can 
ask me any question you want, but I can only answer 
questions with yes or no or with a number. Remember 
--the kinds of questions you can ask me are questions 
I can answer with yes or no, or questions I can ans-
wer with a number. 
I'll be writing down all your questions, so any time 
you want me to repeat what you've asked, just say so, 
and I'll be glad to give them to you. Here's a pen-
cil and paper just in case you want to write your 
clues down. Any time you feel like telling me what 
you're thirik:ing, go right ahead, because I'm inter-
ested in that. Also, there's no time limit, so take 
. your time--don't rush. The only thing I do ask, is 
that you do the best you can and don't waste your 
questions. 
Do you understand the game? 'No' (repeat the instruc-
tions). 'Yes• Good! Then let's see if you know 
them. Why don't you tell ~what the rules are: 
Once E is sure that S knows the rules and objectives 
of the game, 
E should begin the Logiktrak by ·rjindomly selecting a 
set of problems from a universe 1· in n=l. 
Let's start off with some real easy ones. Everyone 
starts off with easy ones so they can learn the 
rules and build up their confidence. 
Upon selection of the universe 1 • E .should then 
show S all four possible ZOTS and NOTZOTS. 
For example, maybe both of these are ZOTS and there 
aren't any NOTZors (illustrate), or maybe none of 
these are ZOTS and ·both of these are NOTZOTS (illus-
trate), or maybe this is a ZOT and that is a NOTZOT 
(illustrate), or maybe this is a ZOT a:r1d .that is a 
NOTZOT (illustrate). 
With very young children, there still ~ay be some 
inertia at generating their first questions. If 
the cartoons don't give the child the ne·cessary 
stimulus to ask their first questions, then E is . 
advised not to go any further. 
Upon solution ·of the first problem, ~ s;hould then 
tell S that 
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Now there is something new in the ZOT pile and some-
thing new in the NOTZOT pile. Can you figure out 
what they are, just like before? 
This procedure should be repeated after each problem, 
as long as necedsary. 
E should accurately record s•s questions, together 
with the resulting answers to these questions. The ques-
tions involved in the solution of a problem should all be 
properly identified and kept together, separate from those 
questions involved in the solution·of any other problems. 
Kinds of Questions 
The only questions E is allowed to answer are called 
legal questions. Legal questions are questions answerable 
by yes or no, or by a number. Not all questions answer-
able by a number are really legal questions. There are 
basically two different ways in which the concept of num-
ber may be used. First, the concept of number may be used 
in counting or enumeration. In this sense, a question is 
legally answerable by a -number. Second, the concept of 
number may be used in coding or iden_tification. In this 
sense, a question is n£1 legally answerable by a number. 
For example, S could list all the possible articepts in. 
~i and ask E to give the number (identify) of the solu-
tion articept. This would not be a legal question. 
Whenever there is any doubt as to the legality of a 
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still be recorded. After all, the Logiktrak primarily 
follows the track of s•s logic, and is only secondarily 
concerned with s•s individual questions. 
E should repeat all questions to S before answering, 
for purposes of verification. E should also remove any 
ambiguity between what S asks and what E thinks S is ask-
ing, by carefully rephrasing s•s questions so that S will 
be _asking exactly what.he or she means to ask. And E 
should exercise caution that he or she doesn't invent 
questions for S to ask. 
Reliability 
From data collected in pilot tes~ing, the ·Logiktrak 
appears to have an extremely high reliability; that is, 
jntra-subject learning during the Logiktrak does not 
occur. The variances of error are provided in the table 
on the next page. 
Apparently, the question-asking strategies of very 
intelligent people, which should theoretically prove to be 
the most unstable, were in fact quite stable. 
' r· 
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Reli~bility Study Data 
(All isomorphs taken from articept universe 12 J all sub-jects very intelligent adults.) 
Isomorphs 
Singlet/ Easy Hard 
Subject Statistic Triplet Doublet Doublet 
x 2.00 5.13 6.)1 7.58 
Sl s2 o.oo 0.1) 2.16 o.oo 
K J 8 9 5 
x 2.00 5.00 6.58 7.58· 
S2 s2 o.oo o.oo 1.00 o.oo 
K 2' 4 2 2 
X· 2.00 5.15 6.58 '7.58 
SJ s2 o.oo 0.06 1.00 o.oo 
K 2 4 2 1 
54 x 2.00 5.00 5.58 7.08 s2 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.25 
K 2 4 1 2 
x = Mean 
s2 
= Variance 
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